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II  ACADEMI C NATIONALISM : LOCATIN G THE QUESTION 

1.. Two Academic Research Centres: CASS (Beijing) and Nichibunken (Kyoto) 

Inn the pages that follow I draw on examples of academic nationalism, especially, from two 

researchh institutes in Japan and China. The notions of East and West are of major importance 

inn interpretations of international developments and relations, also in the perceptions of 

scholarss at the Chinese Academy of Social Sciences (CASS) in Beijing and the International 

Researchh Centre for Japanese Studies (Nichibunken) in Kyoto. Both institutes are closely 

affiliatedd to the state. CASS is a prestigious research institute, residing directly under the 

Statee Council. It organizes research around governmental policies and guidelines, and performs 

advisoryy functions to domestic and foreign policy-makers. Nichibunken is a research institute 

foundedd in 1987 by the Ministry of Education, Science and Culture, and its establishment 

wass made possible by the enthusiastic support of former Prime Minister Nakasone 

Yasuhiro.11 The Centre's first director, Umehara Takeshi, defined the aim of the centre's 

researchh programmes as "to identify the uniqueness of Japanese culture and pass this on to 

thee rest of humanity."2 A closer examination of the organizational set-up of CASS and 

Nichibunkenn shows how thematic differentiation and political interference guide the 

productionn of academic nationalism 

Too provide some background to most of the authors whose works I quote from, I first 

discusss the question of state influence over the two institutes they are employed by or related 

to.. Another way of putting the issue is asking whether the academic nationalists quoted are 

"establishmentt intellectuals" who follow the politically correct views of authorities or 

nationalistt ideologues that initiate activities to provide the authorities with legitimation?3 I 

11 Since Apri l 1992, Nichibunken also houses the Department of Japanese Studies, which is one of the three 
departmentss of the School of Cultural Studies (the others are the Department of Regional Studies and the Department of 
Comparativee Studies located at the National Museum of Ethnology - Senri Expo Park, Osaka). The purpose of the 
Departmentt  is stated as "t o promote integrated studies in doctoral education on the culture, civilization, society and 
environmentt  of Japan, from an international and interdisciplinar y perspective". It aims to incorporate research from 
thee humanities, social sciences and natural sciences. The School of Cultural Studies belongs to the Graduate University 
forr  Advanced Studies. Both Iida Tsuneo (1995/6) and Hamagucht Eshun (1996/7) served as head of Japanese Studies, 
somee of whose work is discussed below. 

22 Dale 1993: 124. 
33 The term "establishment intellectuals"  was first  used by Carol Lee Hamrin and Timothy Cheek to denote 

intellectualss who are "members of the establishment, serving and operating within the governing institutions of the 
People'ss Republic". As a subgroup within the rulin g elite, they have an interest in perpetuating the system. They play 
aa mediating role in coordinating services between rulers and the larger  intellectual elite. In this exchange the 
establishmentt  intellectuals provide expertise and buttress the moral legitimacy of the governing group by explaining 
andd popularizing its policies. [Hamrin A Cheek: 1986:3-4; quoted and elaborated in Shambaugh 1991: 14-6] 
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findd it impossible to draw a clear dividing-line, but one can make an estimation of the extent to 

whichh some versions of academic nationalism are in agreement with government policies. In 

thee case of Nichibunken, the ideas of the New Kyoto School nationalists, such as Umehara 

Takeshi,, Kuwahara Takeo, Kawai Hayao, and Imanishi Kinji , for establishing the research 

centree of Japanese studies in 1987 was in agreement with the views of the then Prime-

Ministerr Nakasone Yasuhiro.4 A summary of their 1995 discussion on the inception of 

Nichibunkenn between former Premier Nakasone and the founding director of Nichibunken, 

Umeharaa Takeshi, illustrates the intertwining interests of Nakasone's views on international 

politicss and the self-styled "a-politicaT philosophy of Umehara. 

Nichibunken Nichibunken 

Accordingg to Umehara Takeshi, the much closer relations between politics and science in the 

U.S.. justify the establishment of a research centre such as Nichibunken in Japan. His dislike 

forr bureaucracy and politics did not keep Umehara from consulting the Premier. The New 

Kyotoo School intellectuals, according to Umehara, had to grab their chance during a friendly 

talkk with Nakasone on his visit to Kyoto. On this occasion, Nakasone showed his interest in 

writingss by the New Kyoto School. He expressed his familiarity with and knowledge about 

thee works of Imanishi Kinji , Umesao Tadao, Ueyama Shumpei, and Umehara, and showed his 

deepp concern about the question of Japanese identity. He decided that an independent school 

off  Japanese thought could be established by leaving behind the "categories of the past" 

Financiall  negotiations were dealt with in a light-hearted manner. Only at the end of their 

friendlyy meeting at Kuwahara's home did Kuwahara speak about their plan for the research 

centre.55 Nakasone asked, "how much do you need?" Kuwahara answered, "30 million Yen." 

44 The Kyoto School [kyooio-ha], as a pre-war  school of thought, is associated with its founder, Nishida 
Kitaro oo [1870-1945] and other  graduates and professors of Kyoto (Imperial) University, such as Tanabe Hajime [1885-
1962],, Koosaka Masaaki [1900-96]. Kooyama Iwao [1905-] and Nisbhani Keij i [1900-90]. Nishida's work has been 
criticizedd for  its ambivalent stance taken during the war, and Tanabe Hajime (in particular  his "Logi c of the Species") 
hass been marked as ultra-nationalist , especially by Chinese critics. [Cf. Bian Chongdao 1987: 7-8] The other  members 
off  the Kyoto School, too, are regarded as nationalist by many. Koosaka, Kooyama and Nishitani had to retir e during 
thee post-war  purges butt  still count as leading philosophers today. 

Memberss of the post-war  New Kyoto School characterize the Kyoto School as liberal. Among them' are 
Umeharaa Takeshi [1925-], Kawai Hayao [1928-]. Kuwahara Takeo [1904-88], and Imanishi Kinj i [1902-92]. 

55 For  Kuwahara, see note 4. 
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Nakasonee replied, 'let' s make it SO million." 6 Nakasone explained that science, international 

relationss and a fresh approach to Japanese Studies were his main concern, and believed a 

researchh institute centred around the thought of the Kyoto School would fulfi l a need. The 

institutee would include the students of famous thinkers such as Nishida Kitaroo, Tanabe 

Hajimee and Watsuji Tetsuroo. Furthermore, Nakasone wanted a research centre that would 

daree to face the world His aim was to build a scientific research centre and set up a fresh 

centree for  Japanese Studies: one that would not be encapsulated in a historical view of the 

Japanesee imperium. The institute was to study the position of Japan in the world, just as did 

biss World Peace Research Institute. However, Nakasone's pleading failed to sufficiently 

persuadee the Ministr y of Cultur e under  the Liberal Democratic Party: the 50 million Yen was 

broughtt  back down to 30 million Yen. Nevertheless, Nakasone concluded that "M y 

resolution,, in feet, derived from the idea that philosophy is the spill of politics, and politics is 

thee [resource] material of philosophy."7 

Umeharaa re-emphasized the academic need for  a new research centre: Though we had 

Japanesee history and literature, we had virtuall y no courses on Japanese thought, ethnology 

andd pontics; there were no scholars who could answer  the question of why the economy of 

postwarr  Japan had been so successful. Neither  was there a location available tor  foreign and 

Japanesee scholars to exchange views."8 The scholars of the Kyoto School, Umehara asserts, 

weree all outstanding and courageous: "someone like Imanishi Kinji , who says 'Darwi n or 

Imanishi,''  is unthinkable among Tokyoite scholars."  [...] "I  am really greatfiil for  the 30 

millio nn Yen we received in the end I think that if Nakasone had not have been Prime Minister 

att  the time, we could not have pulled it off. I know quite a few politicians but no one but he 

cann combine vision with power  [influence]. For  great accomplishments you need strong 

politicians." 9 9 

Next,, Umehara defends the wish for  a new academic research centre by alluding to the 

needd for  the enriching Japanese international diplomacy: 

66 Nakasone &  Umehara 1996: 66-70. 

?? Nakasone &  Umehara 1996: 71. 

88 Nakasone &  Umehara 1996:72. 

»» Nakasone & Umehara 1996:73. 
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II  have been told by Nalcaaone that, before the meetings of a [an international] summit starts, the game 

hass already begun. So when Thatcher  and Mitteran d take a break, they talk about Greek mythology and 

aboutt  Goethe and Shakespeare. It is imperative that our  Japanese politicians talk about Japanese myths 

andd thought, such as those written about in Genji Monogatari [The Tale of Genji] and in the work of 

Bashoo.. A need exists for  a research institute that can teach politicians and foreign diplomats to do so. 

However,, Japanese politicians regard this kind of feeling [thing] as distasteful, but in Europe it is only 

natural.10 0 

Nakasonee picks up the conversation, and tells us a story illustrative of the peace loving 

naturee of the Japanese, in contrast with that of the instrumentalist West: 

Whenn I was having lunch with Mitterand at the Elysée, we spoke about culture, monotheism and 

pantheismm for  two hours. 1 told Mitterand a story from my childhood. Even though at home wee were 

nott  particularl y Buddhist, when a mosquito flew at me one day, I did not kil l it , but carefully caught it 

andd put it out of the window. Mitteran d commented that the mosquito would fly over  to the neighbours 

andd sting them instead.u 

Nakasonee continued the conversation with an anecdote that shows how solidarity is intuitive 

too the Japanese. In London, when Thatcher, Reagan and Nakasone were talking about 

stimulatingg economic growth, Thatcher asked them to explain to her how economic growth 

wass achieved in America and Japan. First, Reagan told her that he stimulated tertiary 

industry,, information industry and the service industry for the unemployed to work ia 

Nakasone,, in his turn, explained that the Japanese source of sudden economic growth lies in 

robotics.. He asserted that Japan uses 70.000 of the 100.000 robots in the world, a fact related 

too the attitude of the Japanese to robots: 

Youu all think that robots are some kind of strange beings, monsters, or  some kind of Frankensteins; 

butt  the Japanese think that robots are mates who work for  them and, like they themselves, toil hard. 

Thi ss is why at commemoration days and festivals, the workers, when drinkin g beer, pour  some for  the 

robotss and say to them "Oi , brothers, let's drink. "  This is when Thatcher  said, "can' t you offer  them 

100 Interestingly, Umehara writes in Kyoto Shimbun [9-3-1997] concerning his own play of Gilgamesh, 
statingg that it is regarded as a work of the same standing as that of Shakespeare. 

Nakasonee &  Umehara 1996: 73-4. 

 i Nakasone &  Umehara 1996: 75. 
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Meetingg and talking like this, Nakasone believes, makes "them"  realize that "Nakasone is a 

reall  politician,"  that is, they feel that "they meet an incarnation of Japanese culture."  " I  think 

thiss is the work of a Prime Minister . In this sense, I think inquirin g into Japanese identity is 

off  great help."i3 

Nakasonee shows himself impressed by the works of people from NicWbunken, such 

ass Umehara's Buddhist philosophy, Yamaori Tetsuo's "Th e Suicide of Religion,"  Inamori 

Kazuo'ss "Th e Return to Philosophy,"  Hamhara Kazuro's "Th e Origins of the Japanese,"  and 

Kawaii  Hayao's "Jungian Psychology and Buddhism."14 Subsequently, Nakasone manages to 

tietie together  Japan's collective unconscious with molecular  biology and particle mechanics: 

Kawaii  [the current director  of Nichibunken] says that the memory of knowledge and experience of 

individual ss and ancestors is entirely stored up in the world of the unconscious. It settles there, but at 

somee moments it suddenly rises to the surface. I am not sure whether  this works the same as Yukawa 

Hidelri' ss mesons.15 The DNA of [our] ancestors is probably among these sediments, too. I think that 

«« Nakasone &  Umehara 1996:75-6. 

«« Nakasone &  Umehara 1996:77. 

144 Nakasone & Umehara 1996: 78. 

»«« According to current quark theory, mesons are unstable elementary particles with a short life-span, and 
consistt  of quark and anti-quark pairs. Japan's famous Nobel Prize winner, Yukawa Hideki, explained the stability of the 
nucleuss (1935) by suggesting that the exchange forces that hold protons, neutrons and electrons in the nucleus involve 
short-livedd particles, called mesons. They jump from proton to neutron, and back again. Despite what is suggested by 
thee following, there is no full agreement among scientists yet about the exchange forces associated with the the 
cohesionn of nncleons within nuclei. 

Yukawa'ss childhood in Kyoto is often referred to as of major  influence on his intellectual development Itoo 
Shuntaro,, an other  ex-professor  of Nichibunken and friend of Umehara, puts it as follows: 

"Let' ss see why meson-theory [chuugenshiron] was produced by Yukawa and not by a European scientist. 
Heisenbergg also tackled nuclear  force, but he soon withdrew. Yukawa, however, was determined and found the 
following::  by means of the exchange of mesons between particles in the atomic nucleus, neutrons become 
protonss and protons become neutrons, BO that jbclear  force emerges. In European thought the idea of a 
fundamentallyy changing reality, eg. that of elementary particles, presents a problem That is why 
Heisenbergg never  understood it To Yukawa, who had mastered the Eastern idea of transience [associated with 
thee transmigration of souls, or  samsara [rinen]}, change wasn't strange at all."  [...] "Heisenberg, too, had 
createdd a local quantum theory based on electric force. But it is based merely on the exchange of photons by 
electronss and protons: nothing actually changes. Nuclear  force was quite different Even though Yukawa owes 
aa lot to Heisenberg, what could not be overcome by European tradition could be surpassed by Eastern 
tradition .. In this way, Yukawa's new meson-theory had not just solved nuclear  power  but had exploited a new 
genree of elementary particle theory. To create a new genre is something great*  [Itoo Shuntarco 1996] 

Yukawaa Hidelri' s theory is also used in arguments against so-calledd individualism Hamaguchi Eshun, another  professor 
att  Nichibunken, uses Yukawa's theory to argue for  the ontologies! fundamentally of the bat i.e., "field "  or  "place"  in 
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intuitio nn derives from such an unconscious. 

Umeharaa takes over the conversation, commenting on the reputation of Nichibunken: 

Leftistt  journalist s called Nakasone an ultra-nationalist and therefore, Umehara [referrin g to himself], 

whoo set up Nichibunken, was an ultra-nationalist as well, and Nichibunken an organ of nationalist 

propaganda.""  Th e New York Times Weekly carried an article that compared Nakasone to Hitler , and 

Umeharaa to the Jew-torturin g Nazi, Rosenberg.17 They defiled the name of Nichibunken entirely. This 

happenedd at the time that Japan-bashing was in full swing.18 [...] In Japan I am rather  well-known, so 

itt  was not so bad here. But internationally this bad name was upheld for  seven or  eight years. From the 

start,, I have been aware of this slander. Nevertheless, I was determined to go on, because I did it for 

Japann and for  die world. So I ignored it But I also received ghost (anonymous) telephone calls, so in 

Japann it must have had an effect as well. Ueyama Shumpei advised me to be patient,9 

Umeharaa makes a point of showing that staff recruitment is unrelated to the opinions of 

politicians:: "I have an other thing to be grateful for to Nakasone. He left the organization [and 

recruitmentt of staff] of Nichibunken entirely up to me. He did not want his own 

acquaintancess to come [to Nichibunken to fil l jobs]. He has been very kind, and said that he 

wouldd like Murakami Yasusuke to join. Murakami is a very well-known economist and his 

knowledgee is outstanding, so I wanted to add him [to the staff of Nichibunken], but it is not 

duee to Nakasone's recommendation."20 Despite Umehara's claim to autonomy in matters of 

personnell  assignment, the Ministry of Education has the final say. Umehara expresses 

concernn about making visitors feel at home at Nichibunken: 

whichh object and subject are united in opposition: "Yukawa' s meson-theory shows that elementary particles only react 
too their  spatial-locality by which they are determined. Nishida Kitaroo, the famous founder  of the Kyoto School and 
knownn as the unifier  of Japanese and Western philosophy, also regards individual existence as constrained by its 
'field* ::  You definitely exist outside Me and You are independent of Me. Still, only by acknowledging Your  existence I 
cann exist"  This kind of dialectics is usually contrasted with Western thought embodied in Descartes' "cogito ergo 
sum". . 

166 Nakasone & Umehara 1996: 78-9. For  the concept of the "unconscious, "  see the theories of Yooroo 
Takeshii  [11.4] and Kawai Hayao [11.7]. 

177 Alfred Rosenberg [1893-1946] was a German politician and the main ideologue of German national-
socialism.. In his Der Mythus des TO. Jahrhunderts (1930) he tried to provide a scientific justification for  anti-
Semitism. . 

«« Nakasone &  Umehara 1996: 80. 

»»» Nakasone &  Umehara 1996: 81. 

200 Nakasone &  Umehara 1996: 81. 
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Researcherss can stay at Nichibunken for  one year. They have hardly any duties, receive boarding and a 

ratherr  good salary, and may research whatever  they are interested in. In this way they wil l grow a sense 

off  trust in Japan.21 [...] The building is magnificent, good architecture. When his Majesty the Emperor 

wass visiting, he said, 'Thi s place looks much lik e the palace at home.' The designer  was Ucbii 

Shoozoo.. He made use of the design for  the palace. Many universities and research institutes do not pay 

muchh attention to architecture. But the building is a symbol and it is visited by researchers from all 

overr  the world who come here to conduct joint-research, so the building has to look beautiful.22 

Umeharaa and Nakasone do not hesitate in arguing the merits of Nichibunken, They weave 

togetherr  ideas from science (DNA, mesons), religion (the Buddhist treatment of mosquitoes), 

psychologyy (a Jungian Japanese unconscious), intuitiv e solidarity (with robots) national 

symbolss (the emperor), narrativ e (e.g. Tale of Genji), international diplomacy, economics, 

moneyy and political power  in seemingly innocuous conversation. But in their  friendly chat 

thee political and so-called a-polincal become one in their  common wish for  firmly  establishing 

Japan'ss national identity and its symbolic significance. 

Althoughh Umehara, as the founding director  of an international research centre, 

naturallyy took care not to scare off potential visitors by advertizing the institute as a 

nationalisticc one, the second, current, director  of Nichibunken, Kawai Hayao, shows even 

moree sensitivity about the issue of nationalism. His prudence should be seen in the light of 

changingg international relations and an increased awareness about the political sensitivity of 

variouss cultural and historical issues by intellectuals working at the centre, as a result of their 

participationn in global academic discourse. 

Ann interview with Umehara Takeshi and Kawai Hayao indicates a slight increase in 

thee awareness of the importance of conducting research that is not centred around Japanese 

particularit yy alone. As the interview was held at the occasion of the celebration of the 

decenniall  of Nichibunken and published in Kyoto Shimbun, the local newspaper  of Kyoto,23 

thee claims made by Umehara and Kawai should not be taken merely at face value, but also as 

aa sign of how Nichibunken wants to be known by the local public. Umehara stresses the 

searchh for  universals at Nichibunken: 

211 Nakasone &  Umehara 1996: 82. 

222 Nakasone &  Umehara 1996: 83-4. 
233 Kyoto Shimbun. 3-1-1997. 
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Whenn Nichibunken had just been set up with the help of former  Premier  Nakasone, the institute was 

calledd a propaganda organn of Nakasone-nationalism, and I was accused of being a Rosenberg of Japan. 

Onn the surface, I conduct Japanese research but, in reality, I have come to think of it as global research. 

Onn the basis of Japanese research, I think, we can elucidate things with universal meaning for  the 

futur ee world. In world culture of the 21st century, not only European thought, or  Asian and Japanese 

researchh wil l be of use: the important thoughts of all the various cultures [of the world] wil l be part of 

i tt  This is the point of view of our  centre. We always see Japan as being among universals, and we 

certainlyy do not universalize particular  things. We always take the attitude of becoming aware of the 

plusess and minuses of Japanese culture in universals. 

Kawaii  affirms: 

II  agree. In thee beginning, mere were cases of bad propaganda about the "Nakasone institute."  Now, this 

vieww has changed enormously. In this connection, the Kyoto conference of 1994 was terribl y 

important . . 

Too emphasize that it was not a one-sided gathering of nationalist, right-wing buddies, Kawai, 

laughingly,, points out that Nobel Prize winner Oe Kenzaburo had visited the conference too, 

inn order to make a presentation. Oe seems to have been a great catch for Nichibunken.24 Oe 

himself,, however, in his work expresses an insistence on local, not national, identities. 

Signss indicating Nichibunken seeks to change its nationalist reputation are many. 

Academicc nationalism, however, is not something we can change at will . Kawai Hayao, who 

iss also a very popular and captivating t.v. star and public speaker, seems to welcome 

diversityy of thought more so than Umehara. Kawai studied in the U.S. and Switzerland, and 

managedd to adapt Jungian psychology to a special kind of psychology based on the Japanese 

mind.. A closer look at his work shows that the new head of Nichibunken has added a new 

fieldd of psycho-analytical nationalism, rather than rejected the naturalist categories central to 

244 Kawai continues triumphantly : "I  am not hinting at anything, but it was a teal success. Therefore the 
numberr  of people who wish to come to Nichibunken has increased tremendously." 
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Umehara'ss project of returnin g to the Ainu forests of the Joomon era.25 

However,, I believe there is a limi t to the establishment's tolerance for  radical or 

outlandishh ideas. As wil l become clear, I suspect that the ideas of Umehara may have become 

aa cause of worry to the political establishment, which has come to prefer  a discourse that, 

ratherr  than being a source of entertainment,26 fulfil s other  more widely accepted standards for 

academicc work. The appointment of Kawai Hayao as the new director  of Kichibunken shows 

aa preference for  someone with international experience and a wider  horizon of knowledge.27 

However,, Kawai makes no secret of his stance against science. He makes a point of his belief 

thatt  the world now needs beautiful stories, instead of science, which he regards responsible 

forr  the 1994 sarin poison scandals in Tokyo's underground metro. In a similar  vein, 

Umehara'ss assertions of Nichibunken's concern with universals should be approached with 

greatt  caution: the universals found in stories, debates on Japanese civilization, and social and 

naturall  science are given an ambiguous cultural twist that facilitate the continuation of the 

enterprisee of maintaining and re-creating conceptions of a unique Japan. 

CASS CASS 

Appliedd to the academic world at Nichibunken, the distinction between "establishment 

intellectual""  and "nationalist ideologue"  has proved to be a fuzzy one. However, comparing 

politicall  conditions at Nichibunken with those prevalent at CASS [Chinese Academy of 

Sociall  Sciences], the motivation for  producing theories that academically isolate the nation 

fromfrom  the rest of the world is stronger  at CASS. Partly, this is because at CASS patriotism is 

255 Umehara finds it useful to consider  Japanese culture in terms of the interplay between the Ainu hunting and 
gatheringg culture of the Joomon era (ca. 10.000 - ca. 300 B.C.) and the wet-rice culture of Yayoi era (ca. 300 B.C. - Ca. 
A.D.. 300). Hithert o mainstream nationalists asserted Japanese culture is unitary and based above all on agriculture. 
Umehara,, however, thinks that the unchanging elements of Japanese culturee - religion and mores - still bear  the imprin t 
off  Joomon times, whereas those elements most subject to change - technology and political organization - are largely 
Yayoii  in character. For  a further  discussion on Umehara's views, see below. [D, 7. The Kings Fall from the Forest] 

266 Nichibunken ran the danger  of becoming alienated from other  academic institutions by some of its radical 
members,, even though theories of Japanese uniqueness are common is Japanese academic discourse. On the other  band, 
Umehara'ss efforts were rewarded several times. He was awarded the 44th Chunichi-Bunka-Sho (Chunichi Cultural Award) 
"fo rr  the foundation of the International Research Centre for  Japanese Studies, and his extensive and unique studies on 
Japanesee Culture."  He was one of the five recipients of this award, which is annually presented to individuals and 
organizationss that have contributed to the understanding of Japanese culture {Nichibunken Newsletter No.9, May 
1991,, p. 22]. His successful tv.-appearances embarrass scholars who do not take the Nihonjinron  seriously. On March 
19,1992,, he received the 43rd NHK Boso-Bunka-Sho (Broadcasting Cultural Award) for  his continued contribution to 
broadcastingg and cultural activities [Nichibunken Newsletter No. 12, May 1992, p. 21]. 

277 Appointments must be sanctioned by the Ministr y of Education. 
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partt and parcel of the guidelines followed in academic projects. Of course, this does not mean 

that,, otherwise, academics would not be patriotic. It does mean, however, that the academic 

nationalismm found in research projects bear a stronger imprint of governmental policies. CASS 

leavess no doubt about its political requirements for academic research. CASS was set up in 

Mayy 1977.28 In 1988, CASS was made up of thirty-one research institutes, three research 

centres,, two publishing arms (one for boob, the other for journals), and a graduate school. At 

presentt it is not clear as to whether CASS has 31 or 30 institutes since, after June 4th 1989, 

thee Institute of Political Science was abolished, according to some staff members. 

Thee Guiding Principles and Tasks of CASS [1988] give an idea of the political 

guideliness to which research is expected to comply: 

Upholdingg Marxism-Leninism-Mao Zedong Thought as the guiding ideology and proceeding from the 

realitiess of China's socialist modernization and construction, CASS adheres to scientific laws of 

development,, inherits and promotes China's excellent historical and cultural heritages, absorbs and 

enrichess the spiritual wealth of mankind, keeps abreast of developing trends in contemporary 

internationall  social sciences, extends the various disciplinary fields, and creatively undertakes scientific 

researchh and theoretical exploration, in order  to contribute to the enrichment and development of 

Marxism,, to the promotion of mankind's progress in culture and science, and to the socialist 

modernizationn and construction of China.29 

Eachh institute has editorial offices, a head of institute, vice-heads, a Party Committee 

secretaryy and vice-secretaries, members of the Party Committees, and professional and 

technicall  posts with heads, and vice-heads. Official guidelines apply to all institutes of 

CASS.300 In China all social-science theories are expected by the leadership to contribute to 

thee building of socialism. No distinction is made between those applied theories leading to the 

formulationn of policy and social-science theories with only descriptive, predictive, and 

288 It' s predecessor, the Academic Section of Philosophy and Social Sciences [Xuebu], comprised 13 research 
institutess under  the CAS [Chinese Academy of Science, set up in 1949]. [See also Part Two of this dissertation] 

299 Cf. CASS E1988. 

300 Some examples of the stated research tasks of various institutes show the political nature of research 
requirementss and the aimed functions of research to the nation-state: see APPENDIX II . The introductions of the main 
researchh focus and tasks of the research institutes derive from CASS Yearbooks, compiled by special editorial 
commissions.. The compilations are examples of the work of "establishment intellectuals"  who are restrained in their 
linguisticc usage by proscribed and prescribed formulations. [See note 3] 
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explanatoryy power.31 

Inn general, according to Peter  Schoenhals [1992], who studied the effects of official 

formulationss on political discourse, institutions controlling political discourse are the Chinese 

Communistt  Party [CCP], the Central Propaganda Department, the National China News 

Agencyy (NCNA), and the Propaganda Department of the People's Liberation Army (PLA) 

Generall  Political Agency. The management and manipulation of formulations is central to 

PRCC censorship. The use of formulations is subject to constant strategic deliberation at the 

highestt  levels of the CCP. The idea behind such discourse regulation is that appropriate 

formulationss are to contribute to the attainment of a specific goal; inappropriat e formulations 

wouldd contribute to confusion among the masses.32 A most desirable formulation is 

"scientific,""  that is, politicall y useful (not necessarily truthful) . The crucial issue thereby is 

whetherr  it keeps to the basic political spirit of official Chinese Marxism.33 

Theree are at least three levels to which censorship reaches: the level at which objects 

off  inquir y are chosen; the level of methodological choice, e.g., analyzing the causes of the 

culturall  revolution in terms of class struggle has become taboo; and, at the level of expression: 

certainn formulations are taboo, others prescribed The realm of research topic, methodology 

andd conceptual usage are further  constrained by accepted ideas of the manning of a scientific 

theory.. A standard Chinese definition of "theory"  [luim] is "a system of concepts and 

principles,, or  systematic rational knowledge; a scientific theory is established on the basis of 

sociall  practice and has been proved and verified by social practice and is a correct reflection 

off  the essence and laws of objective things. The significance of a scientific theory lies in its 

abilit yy to guide human behaviour."34 According to Wang Jisi, Director  of the Institut e of 

Americann Studies at CASS, in the Chinese context, a theory is not much different from a 

311 Cf. Wang Jisi E1995. 

MM  Schoenhals suggests that Chinese political discourse is restricted not so much with respect to contents as 
withh respect to form. "Incorrect "  language is not to be published Regulation of the formal aspects of discourse is a far 
moree powerful means of control than the simple compilation of an index of taboo topics, because it reaches the whole 
rangee of possible responses. Therefore, Scboenhals argues, the CCP achieves a lot more with a lot less by 
manipulatingg the form rather  than the content of discourse. The proscription of selected formulations makes the 
introductionn of new concepts difficul t Moreover, the prescribed repetition of a limited number  of "scientific" 
formulations,, promotes acceptance of already existing conceptions. [Scboenhals 1992: 20] 

333 Scboenhals 1992:3; 8-11. 
344 CiHai Editorial Committee, 1979. 
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doctrine,, an ideology, or a set of propositions serving as guiding principle for action Wang 

criticallyy argues that, for example, Chinese international policy is based on adjusting human 

relationshipsrelationships between individuals, factions, bureaucrats, social groups, classes, and states. It 

iss fundamental to "take sides."35 

Theree seems to be littl e leeway for research diverging from official ideology if scholars 

conscientiouslyy enact guidelines and procedures laid down for them. However, many scholars 

circumventt instructions by rendering them irrelevant to their work as a whole. Although not 

manyy works refrain from referring to official policies entirely, many scholars, especially 

seniorr ones, manage to frame their views by ostentatiously taking into account only some 

rules,, and applying them to only a bit of their work. Some formulas are advisable to follow 

always,, if a scholar does not want to invite trouble over a trifle. For example, instead of 

speakingg about "China and Taiwan," one should use the politically correct "China and its 

provincee of Taiwan." Usually editors spot and correct them. 

Somee scholars participate in the formulation of social-science policies, and act as 

advisorss to the leadership. These scholars are usually Party members and have chosen for a 

careerr of which requirements coincide with those of the political factions within the political 

establishmentt Belief in political academic guidance, or at least feigned belief is as much an 

ingredientt of the work of a scholar, as it is to be seen applying regulations and following due 

procedure.. This is especially the case with some scholars in the institute of philosophy, the 

economyy institutes and the institutes for area studies. Wang Jisi of the Institute of American 

Studies,, explains this link between establishment policy and ideology in international 

relationss studies: 

Thee Chinese approach is distinctively actor-centred (state-centred in most cases) and relation-oriented. 

Statess are regarded as friendly or  unfriendly depending on their  attitude toward the Chinese. Foreign 

policyy is based on ideology, but it is misleading to assume that Chinese ethical expressions are merely 

propaganda.. In domestic politics, the Chinese polity is reliant on ethics more than law, upon moral 

consensuss more than judicial procedure, upon benevolent government more than checks and balances. 

Thee same approach extends to Chinese behaviour  in world politics. Chinese officials and international 

relationss scholars might sincerely believe in the good cause of the Five Principles of Peaceful 

333 Wang Jisi E1995: 491. 
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However,, the regulatory influence of social-science policies has been and still is felt in 

academicc activities at CASS. The extent to which policies are reflected in the work of scholars 

iss only an indication for  ideological commitment to governmental policies. The observance of 

instructionss concerning the use of prescribed formulas, apart from through obedience and 

consent,, may be explained by various factors, such as the force of habit, or  the academic's 

reflectionss on a career, just as party membership facilitates climbing up to a higher-leadership 

position.. The attraction of promotion lies in material awards (better  housing, better  hospital 

facilities,, use of better  cars, more access to conferences, publication facilities, and so on), a 

limitedd increase in financial award per  promotional level (a considerable amount, if one adds 

upp several promotions, which are decided upon yearly), and an increase in status within the 

«institutionall  hierarchy (which provide the scholar  with a title, authority, respect, access to 

peoplee with useful connections).37 

Radicall  nationalist discourse only to a certain extent derives from the propagation of 

officiall  ideology. Its emergence in the 1980s was largely independent of ideological 

propaganda.. Intellectuals have been the main compilers of traditional wisdom and anti-

foreignism,, and it cannot be reduced to a derivative of official guidelines for  academic research. 

Viewss in official propaganda and academic discourse seem to have partly converged, only in 

thee 1990s. For  years there was a marked gap between propaganda (the campaign against 

spirituall  pollution) and popular  portrait s of the West38 For  example, there are indications 

thatt  state propaganda has gradually mellowed its general repudiating stance towards the 

corruptin gg influences of foreign enemies in the second half of the 1980s and 1990s, though 

theree have been outbreaks of extreme rejection of "Western"  policies that usually concern 

onlyy specific issues. At the same time, intellectuals became more critical of the West In the 

&&  The Five Principles of Peaceful Coexistence have been proclaimed since the founding of the PRC in 1949. 
Theyy constitute of (1) mutual respect for  territoria l integrity ; (2) mutual non-aggression; (3) non-interference in 
domesticc affairs; (4) equality and mutual benefit; (5) peaceful co-existence. 

Wangg JisiE1995: 491-3. 

yy The promotion system of CASS, unlike that of universities who reside under  the ministry of education, 
parallelss that of state institutions since it is academic institution under  the State Council of the PRC. 

3**  Cf. Shambaugh 1991. 
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1990ss the "Western study fever"39 of the 1980s was taken over by the "national studies 

fever,"400 especially by scholars of the humanities. Some called for "academic nativism"41 

basedd on Western critical theories, such as post-modernism, post-Marxism and Orientalism, 

too attack Western culture. Zhao Suisheng refers to this process as the "de-romantization of 

thee West"42 A general rise of nationalism on a global level has influenced academic debate at 

home,, and was strengthened by the nationalist ideologues who have enjoyed academic training 

inn the West. An interplay of international and domestic factors in world perceptions has 

contributedd to a rise of radical nationalistic ideology. 

Itt is possible to indicate various economic, intellectual and personal reasons for the 

riserise of nationalistic discourse. At the socio-economic level, the West was seen as the winner 

off  the Cold War, but it supplanted it by a Cold Peace; Western values and systems did not 

seemm to make much difference to post-communist countries; moreover, the West had not 

supportedd the former Soviet Union enough. And if China would turn democratic, it was 

feared,, it might share a similar fate as the former Soviet Union: chaos. China's economic 

reformss brought about rapid economic growth in the 1990s. This aroused Chinese 

intellectuals'' self-confidence in their tradition and national pride. The lines between 

patriotism,, nationalism and China's pursuit of modernity with Chinese characteristics became 

increasinglyy blurred. Some were fed up with Westerners badgering them to change their 

"own""  basic values, which are believed to be thousands of years old. Other conflicts over 

hostingg the Olympic Games in the year 2.000, receiving Most Favoured Nation Trading 

Statuss from the U.S., interference with "domestic" affairs concerning Tibetan and Uygur 

independencee movements, the issues of "human rights," acceptance into WTO [re-named 

GATT],, and the American punishment of Iraq in the Gulf War all contributed to impressions 

off  being wronged and bullied by "the West" through incorrect treatment as an inferior nation-

state.. In this context, Huntington's article on the clash of civilizations seems to have given a 

399 Western studies fever  xtoue re 1N&J&-
400 National studies fever  guoxue re re H^jf t
411 Academic nativism: xueshu bentuhua 3 M t ^ i & . 

«« Cf. Zhao Suisheng 1997. 
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neww frame and legitimation to an academic nationalist discourse in transition.43 

433 Huntington' s article [1993] provoked an avalanche of responses and discussion of his thesis. A tiny 
selectionn is indicative of the academic atmosphere with regards to the clash between East and West 

Accordingg to Yon Jingwen [1989], the world must deal with, not just one clash between civilizations, but 
manyy clashes: the West clashes with the East, but also with itself. You's solution for  backward China is to build an 
agricultura ll  nation after  Alvin Toffler' s The Third Wave, creating small agricultural communities and small towns, 
preservingg the ecological equilibrium , and developing enterprises that can absorb the growing rural population. In this 
wayy China wil l not be the victim of global economic cycles, and will not clash. You wants to strengthen the authority 
off  the Party: even Huntington wrote that a developing country like China needs a one-party or  strong party system in 
orderr  to maintain political stability. 

Accordingg to Tang Yiji e [1994], Professor  at Beijing University, Huntington' s clash of civilizations 
expressess the past Western ethnocentrism. Huntington is worried about past Western destruction of cultures and 
hegemonicc aggression. After  the disintegration of the colonial empires. Western centrism also was smashed. 
Confucianismm takes two forms: as official ideology and conceptual culture. The former  contains some elements of 
dictatorshipp and violence but is not expansionist, and the latter  stresses peace and is tolerant Though Western culture 
hass made a great contribution to humanity, Eastern concepts have too. For  example, the concept of the unity of man 
andd heaven, peace and harmony. Isn't it so that Confucianist concept of "universal harmony"  can generate an even 
moree special contribution to the human world in the 21st century? 

Lii  Xiaobing [1995] analyzes why Huntington wrote about the clash. The reason is "worry-ism "  and 
"pessimism,""  very similar  to the atmosphere in which Spengler  wrote Der Untergang des Abendlandes (1918-22). 
Spenglerr  and Toynbee put an end to Western ethnocentrism: they proved that all civilizations and culture rise and 
decline.. The sources of this pessimism are Western philosophy, social contradiction and crisis. The Western worry in 
thee contemporary age, is a result of a theoretical adjustment due to the two world wars of Western society, the rise of 
Marxismm in this century, and especially the rise of Eastern societies in the past years. 

Accordingg to Huang Lizhi [1997], a socialist intellectual. Huntington wrongly believes that ideological and 
economicc struggle between countries is to be replaced by cultural struggle. But at least he shows some doubt about the 
dreamm of Westernization. Huang maintains that Westernization means first , controlling and exploiting poor  countries, 
destabilizingg them by setting up different parties against one another, and, third , supporting the intellectual cream and 
privilegedd classes. Compared to communist rule, this is far  worse for  the people. The dash therefore lies in economic 
andd political conditions. The West constitutes 25% of the world population and consumes 75% of the energy sources. 
Thee West controls the world just for  itself and not for  others. Huang finds it hard to believe that Islam or  Confucianism 
wouldd force their  values upon Western countries. 

Linn Bocheng et al. [1997] look at the effects of Huntington' s work in Western society, especially his second 
articlee The Clash of Civilizations and the Reconstruction of World Order."  Huntington argues for  Western autonomy, 
againstt  the idea that modernization is the same as Westernization, he signals the weakening of Western influence and 
recommendss more cooperation between Western countries.The authors criticize Huntington for  using feelings of 
insecurityy as a means. His view may become a self-fulfillin g prophecy and stimulate American nationalism, world 
polarizationn and struggle in non-western countries. 

Lii  XianghsJ [1998] quotes Toynbee, Herman Kahn, Peter  Berger  and post-modernists to show that Western 
centrismm is at the end of its tether. Li quotes Richard Rorty' s Philosophy and the Mirror  of Nature in saying that 
"Amongg the non-Western countries, Chinese culture no doubt is the oldest, the most influential and richest"  Li cites 
Needham,, Prigogine and Yukawa Hideki in saying that the discoveries in modem science have already been predicted by 
Easternn views: the spirit , culture and traditio n of China have immensely influenced the development of world history. 
Huntingtonn is the main instigator  of the Chinese cultural threat theory. He hunts for  Western enemies. 

Xuu Bingxun [1998] finds Huntington's Clash of Civilizations harmful because it turns upside down the 
economicc base and societal superstructure. Huntington encourages "clash-ism,"  "Chinese Threat Theory"  and politics 
off  containment On discussions around Huntington' s clash of civilizations and on whether  Asian peoples can say "no" 
ratherr  mild views have been put forward by intellectual leaders: Li Shenzhi (Zhonghua Meiguoxue Xuehui Huizhang) and 
Tangg Yiji e pointed out that in economic globalization the current of assimilation is stronger  than that of clash. 
Accordingg to Li , Huntington has been mistaken for  a Western-centric view, but what he meant is that non-western 
nationalitiess are gaining in strength [Li Shenzhi 1998]. According to Tang, however, Huntington' s work represent the 
endd of Western ethnocentrism. Zhang Rulun , professor  at Fudan University, believes that the different civilizations 
wil ll  assimilate but not in the same direction; Jin Shanrong (vice-head of the Institut e of America Studies, CASS) 
believess that clash and assimilation are processes in symbiosis; Chen Lemin (Professor  at the Institut e of European 
Studies,, CASS) believes that the present clash of civilizations is a political one wearing, a coat of civilization, Xu 
believess that culture is not the origin of clash between cultures but a sign of assimilatioa Xu entirely agrees with 
internationall  relations specialist Jin Junhui that theories such as Huntington' s are a threat to world peace and processes 
off  development 
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Ass a reaction to the rise of radical nationalism, Wang Jisi edited the book Civilization 

andand International Politics [1995]. Other academics, however, regarded nationalism as a 

necessityy for or equivalent of strengthening China. Nevertheless, nationalism was present as 

somee kind of innocuous means for making China prosperous. Shi Zhong, for example, argued 

thatt China did not want to Confucianize the world, as future conflicts, in any case, would be 

off  an economic nature.44 Elsewhere [1994], Shi argued that globalization was beneficial 

mostlyy to the West, and therefore a threat to China. Under such circumstances, he concluded, 

nationalismm is indispensable and a rational choice for advancing the national interests of 

China.. Li Xiguang and Liu Kang, two of the authors of Behind the Scene o/Demonizing China 

[1996],, stated that, in the 1990s, Chinese intellectuals ought to liberate themselves from 

"modern""  Western speech and thought patterns, and acquire a new understanding of modern 

nationalismm and natives to form a genuinely humane spirit and rebuild their academic lineage 

andd ethical traditions on the basis of Chinese culture. Xiao Gongqin, from Shanghai Shifan 

[Normal]]  University, believes that the nationalistic discourse of Chinese intellectuals is a 

reactionn to negative stimuli from certain countries, and relates it only to specific issues that 

havee nothing to do with ideology. Once the external stimulus disappears, the reactive 

nationalismm disappears.45 

Thee views presented here show a strong link between economic interests and the 

perceivedd need for rationalist nationalism, though usually such views are expressed in 

connectionn with problems of ethics, tradition and styles of academic research. Chinese 

intellectualss who went to the West found a gap between what they regarded as the Western 

modell  of modernization and the reality of Chinese history and culture. This led some to 

doubtt the use of Western values and others to turn to critical theories of the West Again 

others,, looked towards the East to form a new version of modernity. Qian Ning's Studying in 

thethe U.S. [Liuxue Meiguo] [1996] described the financial, cultural and language difficulties of 

444 shi Zhong is the pen-name for  Wang Xiaodong. He is one of the editors of Zhanlue yu guanli [Strategy and 
Management],, a semi-official intellectual monthly, which discusses issues in nationalism and development strategy. 

Shii  Zhong El 994. 
4545 Cf. Xiao Gongqin 1994. Such discussions on strategies of China's national strengthening can be followed 

inn the intellectual journal "Zhanlüe yu guanli"  [Strategy and Management]. 
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Chinesee scholars in the U.S. *6 Some students felt they were discriminated against, or thought 

theyy were not treated with enough dignity. Qian Ning reveals that visiting scholars were more 

patrioticc than degree candidates, humanity students more patriotic than those in the natural 

sciences,, those with poor English more patriotic than those with good English, men more 

patrioticc than women and older students more patriotic than younger students. Those 

studyingg the Chinese situation felt they gained most respect and believed that nationalist 

languagee would enhance their status. Moreover, nationalist language gave mem a sense of 

culturall  power. 

Inn short, the constraints put on academic discourse through official governmental 

policies,, institutional organization, and the world perception and ambitions of individual 

intellectualss should be considered as important factors in understanding the development of 

variouss forms of Chinese academic nationalism, including different theories of neo-

Confucianism,, neo-lemsm, post-modernism, and economic self-strengthening. What such 

theoriess have in common in structuring their nation vis-a-vis the world, and the effects mat 

suchh forms of theorizing exerts on academic thought in general, and problem-solving in 

particular,, is the subject of this thesis. 

2.. The Duel Underlying the Critique of Orientalism: Towards a De-Localized Multi -

Orientalism m 

Ass one of the above examples of 'fanonaT nationalism makes clear, in academic nationalism, 

nationall  pride is not just an issue of forms of symbolic expression. Nor do contrasts of East 

andd West just refer to the difference in tradition in different parts of the world. In this Part, I 

discuss,, first, why contrasts of East and West and opposites between the Orient and 

Occidentt are not only futile as explanations for problems but also harmful in general and, 

second,, why symbols of nationalism can become so forceful. Both issues can only be 

resolvedd by referring to an apparent need in academic nationalism for cosmological 

representations. . 

Ann overemphasis on the unit of the nation (or on any singular regional unit) in 

466 Qian Ning is the son of Qian Qichen, a former  foreign secretary. Qian Ning worked as a journalist and 
studiedd at the University of Michigan from 1989 to 1995. [Qian Ning 1996] 
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historicall  and comparative studies of societies hampers academic research in realizing its ideal 

off  acquiring objective knowledge by conducting independent research from a variety of points 

off  view. As Edward Said has argued, academic research has been (and still is) biased by 

"Orientalism.""  Furthermore, one could argue mat it has played a major role in the rise and 

expansionn of modern nation-states.47 This realization should, however, not divert our 

attentionn from the fact that many modes of "Orientalism" have existed long before it was 

writtenn about Nor should we forget that Orientalism is akin to many genres of 

ethnocentrism,, expressed in the discriminatory notions and generalizations we make about 

unitss of comparison, such as culture, society, race, region, country, and species. Thus Asian 

nationalismm and debate on national identity can not be explained as a mere reaction to so-

calledd Western imperialism in the form of "reverse Orientalism:" it is not a mirror-image of 

somethingg else, nor is it mere reactive resistance to imperialist action or modernity, not even 

whenn it defines itself as such.48 Framing the relationship between the West and China, and 

thee West and Japan in terms of "Orientalism" may have provided insight into ways in which 

culturee is intertwined with relations of dominance but it also had the draw-back of reducing 

culturall  tradition to a function of an abstract notion of power, in which the historical nature 

off  dependence is not specified sufficiently. Of course, this does not mean that the West as a 

"significantt Other" has not had great influence over the ways in which nationalists defined 

theirr nation in a world of contending nation-state powers. In this thesis I intend to emphasize 

thee function of the "significant Other" as big bully, and referred to it as "They" or 'Them." 

"They""  are the black sheep on which no credit is wasted "They" plays an indispensable role 

inn domestic politics and academic nationalism.49 

InIn his Orientalism, Said described the Orient as a product of the Occident, as an idea 

«?Cf.. Van der  Veer  1993. 

488 Oshimura Takashi [1998] concludes that the diversity of Asian religions, cultures, and interests is so 
enormous,, that what Asian values have in common should be looked for  in their  common feature of promoting 
tradition ,, rather  than denying it as did the model followed by America and Europe. Oshimura defines Asian traditio n 
negativelyy against "Western individualism,'*  Western democratic values and for  a corporate national welfare-state led 
byy wise and benevolent rulers who should remain in power  especially in times of trouble. Eastern nations have in 
commonn their  historical struggle against the West, the need to borrow science and technology from the West, and their 
resistancee against Western forms of modernization. [Oshimura Takashi 1998: 159-91] 

4949 Theories of collective self-victimization and national persecution are serious forms of academic 
nationalismm easy to spot by the use of performative forms of expression. The trend of the argument follows set 
patterns.. E.g., it is Them imperialists who have exploited Us poor  victims; We cannot overcome Our  historical trauma 
ass a nation if We follow Their  rules, and Their  ways of thinking. They"  is discussed in Fart V. 
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thatt  corresponds to unequal military , economic and political relations between imperialists 

andd colonialists and the dominated The ideology that defined the Orient, Orientalism, 

functionedd in academic lif e through doctrines and theses on the Orient; through styles of 

thought,, by making an ontological and epistemological distinction between the Orient and the 

Occident;;  and as a corporate institution, an authority involved in describing, teaching, and 

controllingg the Orient In this view, the authority of Orientalism made it impossible to think, 

writ ee and behave without taking into account the constraints imposed by Orientalism.50 Said 

alsoo referred to Gramsci's distinction between civil society and political society in explaining 

thee pervasive influence of Orientalism. The former  constitutes voluntary affiliation s of 

indirectt  domination, such as schools, the family, and unions; the latter  concerns direct 

dominationn by means of the army, police, and the central bureaucracy. In Western civil 

societyy ideas influence institutions and people by creating consent, and when certain cultural 

ideass dominate, he speaks of hegemony. Hegemony instill s Orientalism with power  and 

influence,, providing Europe with a collective notion of "Us"  and "Other, "  corresponding to 

thee Orientalist categories of a superior  "Us"  and a backward "Other. "  To Europeans, the 

familiarr  European was classified as rational, virtuous, mature, and normal, while the exotic 

Orientall  was set apart as irrational , depraved, childlik e and different In such classification 

schemes,, temporal categories projected the Oriental into the past of modern Europe as 

primitive ,, backward, undeveloped, and uncivilized, thereby justifyin g Occidental paternalistic 

andd condescending attitudes toward its Oriental object Thus, the power  to define and 

classifyy the "Other "  as very different from "Us"  became an indispensable tool for  backing up 

militar yy domination. 

Said'ss work poses important questions about the role of the expert in defining his 

objectt  of study, the generation of knowledge and, consequently, the power  of applying 

knowledge.. But Orientalism, in the first  instance, was meant to deal with the Orientalization 

off  the Middl e East A comparison of the West's relationship with China and Japan indicates 

thee existence of multipl e forms of dominance and hegemony. China was never  colonized in 

*>> Said 1978: 1-4. 
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thee sense that India was;51 and, Japan was never colonized (parts of it were, by the Japanese 

themselves)) or militarily dominated by "the West," apart from by the allied forces [SCAP] 

afterr the Pacific War, and neither was Japan essential to the self-definition of a historically 

rootlesss Occident And yet, Japan has been defined in the same condescending and 

detemporalizingg manner by experts of Japanese studies such as Chamberlain, Sansom and 

Reischauer.522 Japan posed no particular religious threat, nor was it regarded as a possible 

sourcee for the philological roots of European languages. Japan's elite had built a tradition of 

definingg itself by reference to its own historical schools of which some were oriented on 

China.. Only later, in the latter half of the 19th century, the West became Japan's main 

referencee group, with which it was soon in competition for its own hegemonic sphere. 

Thoughh scholars, missionaries and travellers wrote works on Japan that fit in with the 

Orientalistt tradition as described by Said, they were not just an extension of a relationship of 

dominationn by Europe of Japan In fact, it is possible to make a case for the reverse thesis. 

Writingss on the West and the experience of Japanese travellers, bureaucrats, samurai and 

scholarss in the West were important factors in Japan's effort of building a strong nation-

state,533 and subsequently, the hegemonic expansion of Japan in Asia. 

511 Pye [1996] argues that a fundamental distinction should be made between colonies and treaty ports, since it 
makess a great difference to the way in which the nation-state was formulated by intellectuals. In China, a joint Chinese 
-- foreign administration of treaty ports and coastal areas generated a rif t between affluent coastal areas and an 
incompetentt  and corrupt interior . The division of China into communities successful in the effort of modernization 
underr  foreign rule, and an "authentic"  China of the interior  had great consequences for  the ways in which nationalism 
wass articulated with concepts of modernization. This situation contrasts with the colonial world where Utopian ideas of 
independencee from colonial rule were embedded in political choices by intellectuals who generally had already 
establishedd links, — or  themselves were an embodiment of the link — between nationalism and modernization [Pye 
1996::  92-4]. In the 1920s and 1930s Leninist political propaganda inspired the myth of treaty ports as purely foreign 
settlements,, equalling semi-colonized enclaves dominated by imperialists. Treaty potts were depicted as 'failures*  and 
thee 'interior '  had successfully warded off evil Western capitalism. Idealized peasants were to be the leading subjects of 
thee socialist revolution that wouldd save the real China from contamination by bourgeois ideology and lead the Chinese 
too a communist Utopia In the process Confucian ethical values were replaced by Marxism-Leninism-Mao Zedong 
Thought,, that could be strengthened by science and technology but not by other  foreign values. The result was a mental 
separationn between "spiritua l civilization* *  embodying Chinese communist values and a need for  "modern knowledge". 
Ass until the present the latter  has remained blatantly foreign, it is difficul t for  intellectuals to integrate non-feudal 
Chinesee values with modern knowledge into a coherent national identity that appeals to "th e people**. A possibly even 
greaterr  obstruction to the creation of a much desired national identity is the political frame in which the search for 
nationall  identity takes place. Every statement linkin g "tradition "  with the nation has a potential political message and 
iss forcibly related to political target-point programmes. According to Pye, the fundamental problem in Chinese 
modernizationn is that China is really a civilization pretending to be a nation-state [Pye 1996: 109]; each Chinese 
regimee since the fall of the Qing dynasty has sought to re-establish the legitimacy of the Chinese state by formulatin g 
aa new moral order  state-rulers could not be challenged for  they were morally superior  to the un-cultured (read 
uneducated)) masses. The role scholars play as "intermediary* *  between this divide, therefore, is an ambivalent one. . 

»» Cf. Minear  1980. 

»» Cf. Beasley 1995. 
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Thee treatment of China by sinologists and China experts raises farther  issues against 

thee (localized version of the) thesis of Orientalism, as Occidentals were led into adapting 

classificationss of "Us"  versus "Them"  by the Chinese and vice versa. Chinese literat i have 

providedd an enormous corpus of scholarly contributions to the study of its own civilization, 

basedd on empirical, historical and philological research. Western knowledge of China was at 

leastt  partiall y dependent on Chinese images of China, not in the least for  reasons of a 

linguisticc nature. The time and energy needed for mastering the Chinese language, especially 

ancient,, classical and literar y Chinese, left littl e scope for  generating Orientalist definitions 

greatlyy diverging from those offered by Chinese traditional scholarship itself. Therefore, the 

affinit yy between Sinology and Chinese self-images may well explain so-called Orientalist 

notionss of China as a static and exotic society. Moreover, the foreign scholar's high regard for 

ancientt  Chinese traditio n did not necessarily reflect a "dut y to rescue some portion of a lost, 

pastt  classical Oriental grandeur  in order  to facilitate amelioration in the present Orient," 54 but 

mayy well result from an adoption of Chinese elite reverence for  antiquity: in the Confucian 

classics,, the "golden age"  was located in the past rather  than in the future.53 Thus state 

planningg was achieved by reference to a past ideal projected into the future. 

Althoughh both China and Japan have been construed in the image of what was seen as 

aa progressive development to modernity, debate always concerned the tensions between the 

universalistt  aspects of this modernity and the extent to which it represented a particular 

"Western""  mode of development. Similarly , Marxist theory posed the problem for  Chinese 

andd Japanese Marxists of turnin g localized historical movements into "inevitable"  revolutions 

thatt  were to observe universal laws, that is, applicable to all societies. It is therefore incorrect 

too presume that Chinese and Japanese self-images were a direct result of imperialist 

domination.. It would assume Chinese and Japanese populations to be Orientalized, passive 

objects,, utterly incapable of giving direction to history and unfit to deal with relations of 

powerr  and domination. For  instance, the Japanese 19th century policy of "Using the 

barbariann to control the barbarian,"  signifying the importation of militar y equipment and 

knowledgee for  warding off the Western barbarians, is a testimony, not to the predicament of a 

**  Said 1978: 79. 

"Jennerr  1992: 7-9. 
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corner-drivenn helpless victim, but to a mutual relation, albeit a lop-sided one, of threat and 

resistance,, and creation and destruction. Japan's way of dealing with foreign threat had a 

parallell  in Nara and Heian Japan, when it imported legal institutions, religious and political 

ideas,, and science and technology from China. This time, however, the West took the place of 

Chinaa as perceived teacher and dangerous bully, and even before the rise of its own 

imperialismm and military expansion, Japan developed its own intellectual tradition, 

reminiscentt of what Said has coined Orientalism.56 

Accordingg to Tanaka, Tooyoo [the East] became a conceptual arena and a cultural 

typologyy for discussing Japan's historical position in relation to China and the West. This 

involvedd down-grading China's historical importance by redefining Chuugoku [li t "Central 

State,""  i.e. China] as Shina, a purportedly more neutral and objective term. In the 1890s, 

attemptss were made to redefine the history of Japan, but not through Kangaku [Chinese 

studies]]  or as part of European history. Japan did not adapt to the West but appropriated 

Westernn notions of progress and modernity and redefined its own distinctiveness. In the early 

20thh century, both Western enlightenment history and Kangaku were dismissed so as to 

denyy Japan's Oriental nature. Instead, Tooyooshi [the history of the East] was to provide an 

otherr standard by which Japan could measure itself. Tooyooshi separated Japan from the 

continentt by, for example, reviving the pre-historical Yamatai kingdom, by cutting Japan 

linguistically,, culturally and genetically away from Manchuria, Korea and China, and, by 

definingg Japan's imperial system as the only true one.57 

Inn situating his Japanese Orientalism, Tanaka refers to Said's proposition that claims 

thee subject defines and owns its object As a result, the distance between the possessor of 

Orientalistt ideology (the knowing subject) and object of study (Asian history) increases. 

However,, Tanaka argues that the object might incorporate parts of the subject by accepting 

scientificc principles, or try to develop its own voice. Accordingly, Japan created its own 

historicall  reality and distance. While emphasizing the power of historical narrative, Tanaka 

arguess there is no direct correlation between objectivity and knowledge: understanding is 

constantlyy recreated. In the newly created historical narrative, Japan's superiority left China 

&&  Cf. Stefan Tanaka's "Japan's Orient"  [1995]. 

577 Tanaka 1995: 16-21. 
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withoutt a voice: "Before the 15 year-war, Japan started to dissect, cut and manage China."58 

Inn this sense, the Tocyooshi [Histoiy of the East] constitutes Japan's "Orientalism," as being 

partt of an attempt to regulate conflict and deployed in the justification of a paternalistic 

mission.59 9 

Tanaka'ss approach to academic scholarship can also be read as a reduction of fields of 

knowledgee and various perspectives and cosmologies, ranging from Marxism to 

modernizationn theory, and from Confucianist to Buddhist-tinted approaches to knowledge, 

to,to, a hegemonic power game, so that China and other regions to which Japan's thirst for 

powerr reached became the victim of Japanese scholarship.60 In dealing with the changing 

relationshiprelationship between Japan and China, and China and the West in the 19th andd 20th century, 

Tanakaa maintains mat a temporal, linguistic, cultural and genetic distance was created around 

newlyy conceived ideas of progress adopted from the West However, even though particular 

ideass of progress may have been imported from abroad, apart from ideas of progress, there 

aree many other, similar, notions that can be used for creating distinctions between "the 

barbarian""  and the "Civilized" As will become clear in the following chapters, other notions 

off  civilization that are not based on social evolution, but on racism or national morality, can 

alsoo be used to create temporal distance. The management of ethnic distance between China 

andd Japan goes back to the beginning of recorded Japanese historical time, created by the first 

travell  accounts of Chinese visitors. Alien groups living outside Chinese society were 

describedd as distant savages hovering on the edge of bestiality.61 The impression given was 

thatt China only condescended to deal with Japan as a superior. It was a relationship in which 

thee voice of the Middle Kingdom spoke through its ancient texts to barbarian others, and in 

thee case of Japan, to "dwarfs," as the Chinese character for the Japanese people, "wa," 

indicates.. Japan only managed to raise its status slightly in the eyes of Ming and Qing 

rulers.622 By the 19th century, notions of the superiority of Chinese civilization in Japan were 

588 Tanaka 1995: 22. 

599 Tanaka 1995: 22; 7; 12. 
600 Cf. Tanaka 1995: Chapter  Six. 

«>> Dikötter  1992: 4. 

Notee that spatial and temporal aspects play a role in the creation of cultural distance. 
«2Cf.Beasleyl995. . 
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increasinglyy regarded as obsolete, which shaped the conditions for turning the tables. It is 

important,, therefore, to recognize that the so-called Japanese Orientalization of China in the 

latee 18th and early 19th century, too, is embedded in a complex history of unequal relations 

off  power, especially in the area of science and culture. The idea of the "Japanese 

Orientalizationn of China" gives a strong impression of one national unit being at the mercy of 

ann other. However, it was not that simple. It is far from clear that all Japanese academics 

participatedd in the Orientalization of China. Neither can we say that Japanese scholars 

engagedd in Orientalist activities that Chinese scholars abstained from. Furthermore, it is not 

clearr what the difference is between the Orientalist objectification of a country (be it China or 

Japan)) in the process of acquiring knowledge by means of ethnocentric criteria, and the 

historicc custom of depicting other peoples as savage relative to one's own moral standards. 

Moreover,, the presence of racial Orientalist, or other ideologies under an authoritarian or 

fascistt regime does not automatically allow the conclusion that action and writings of scholars 

concordd with state demands and political intentions: we cannot immediately assume a 

compellingg relation between the research guidelines of a leadership and the research practice 

off  academics. State demands are seldom unitary and their consequences for academic work are 

oftenn unclear. Additionally, not everyone who uses the nation-state as a frame of reference in 

academicacademic research agrees with establishment policies so that influence of at least some 

competitionn between views should not be ignored as it may be crucial even to a meaningful 

interpretationn of academic discourse. 

3.. The Power of National Symbols: The Credibilit y of Their  Efficacy 

Neitherr instrumentalist nor essentialist approach can adequately explain the history of 

nationhood.. On the one hand, the instrumentalist approach cannot account for the force with 

whichh nationalism is pursued and ignores the subjective functions of nationalist expression; 

thee essentialist approach, on the other hand, locates and characterizes quintessences, the 

functionall  continuities along the historical path the nation is believed to have followed. This 

approachh crystallizes history around contemporary views of national essences that are 

projectedd back into the past. A comparison of competing views of the nation in their 

historicall  contexts may facilitate a better understanding of the circumstances through which 
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thee nation is remembered, envisaged, measured and recreated in time. It may yield insight into 

questionss of how the shapes and contents of national identities change in relation to nation-

statee development the criteri a privileged in processes of creating and altering categories of 

exclusion;;  me definition of boundaries between different political communities and nations; 

thee effects of the state on the production of academic nationalism; the relations between 

narrativess of the nation and their  authors with political communities and their  symbolic 

expressions. . 

Thee concept of homogeneous nation-states is a construct used for  expressing highly 

subjectivee and changing notions of group identity. Yet, academic definitions of national 

identityy tend to link the concepts of nation and state together  by discussing the nation-state 

inn terms of its legitimizing national roots in state territory , and frequently employed criteri a 

forfor  defining national identity, such as a common language, ethnic or  racial origin and political 

culture.. Some academic nationalists look for  analytical criteri a to justify the correlation 

betweenn characteristics of the dominant nation in a nation-state and the territor y that its 

rulerss claim theirs.63 Such circular  claims to national sovereignty are propped up by historical 

narration,, and selections of cultural, ethnic and environmental markers, none of which can 

consistentlyy explain the state's sovereignty over  all citizens and territor y between state 

borders,, but nevertheless may be convincing enough to lend authority to state rulers. The 

intelligentsiaa plays an important role in the manipulation and redefinition of nation-state 

symbolism.. They are presumed qualified to interpret its canonical texts, collect meaningful 

nationall  experience, and diagnose the national psyche. Nationalists regard it as natural that 

onlyy native intellectuals can perform this task: widely accepted images of, for  example, China 

ass a Proletarian State and Japan as a Middle-Mass Society are thought by some to defy the 

°° The theories of Ernest Oellner  and Anthony Smith indirectly support the idea of an objectively pre-
existingg nation. Not many scholars would support the claim that no objective differences exist between groups of 
people,, but these authors link those differences between peoples to a static definition of the nation, which is used by 
nationalistss to legitimate certain forms of rule. In Gellner's modernist image of the nation, nationalism creates 
nationall  identity, but it does not come from nowhere: "Nationalism is not the awakening of nations to 
selfconsiousness;;  it invents nations here they do not exist - but it does need some pre-existing differentiatin g marks to 
workk on, even if. as indicated, these are purely negative...'  [Qellner  1964: 168. Thought and Change, London 
Weidenfeldd &  Nicolson. p. 168] [quoted in Smith 1991: 71 J. Oellner's nationalism is "weak."  therefore, precisely 
becausee there are many more "objective"  cultural differences than ethnic nationalism. Only some differences become 
thee sites for  ethnic mobilization; the others 'fail '  to provide bases for  the development of nationalisms. [Oellner 
1983::  Chapter  5] Anthony Smith in his Ethnic Origins of Nations explores the features that enables ethnic nations 
(ethnics)) to survive. Among the most important features he found were a shared communal religion, a home land, 
language,, and a shared view of national history. [Smith 1986] 
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intellectuall  faculties of sceptic outsiders, who are believed incapable of understanding the true 

spiritt of the nation.64 

Criteriaa and categories of differentiation alone do not sufficiently explain the force of 

nationalistt ideology. It is the force behind the meaning of symbols - through which people 

collectivelyy identify with a nation - that gives categories of difference their dramatic efFect A 

rationalistt approach to understanding symbolic manipulation can hardly appreciate the zest 

withh which symbols are presented, and easily passes over the contributions to symbolic life 

madee by those who receive, internalise and alter them as they are applied in day-to-day 

affairs.. The symbolical approach of Mary Douglas argues that highly charged symbols can be 

emotionallyy manipulated for political purposes with consequences that pervade everyday 

life.. This also holds for "natural symbols" such as race, blood and kinship.65 The familial and 

bodilyy symbols of nationalism are not simply metaphors, they are powerful emotive 

instrumentss of mass-persuasion. The family provides an easily understood model for the 

loyaltyy and collective responsibility toward the state. Herzfield argues that the bureaucracy 

drawss on resources that are common to the symbolism of [Western] nation-states and to that 

off  long-established forms of social, cultural, and racial exclusion in everyday life. Symbols 

alsoo provide members of the public with a means of conceptualizing their own 

disappointmentss and humiliations.66 This process diminishes the ability of people to 

perceivee problems not conducive to categorization in terms of accepted models of inclusion 

andd exclusion. 

Butt how do natural metaphors taken from common family institutions evoke such 

powerfull  emotional effects when employed at the macro-level of the nation-state? Douglas 

showedd how taxonomie systems seem to push further and further away from grounded 

realityy toward an all-consuming abstraction, even though these systems may continue to be 

manipulatedd by canny actors.67 Douglas argues that scale is not particularly relevant to the 

centralityy of symbolic classification. Institutional constraints on cognition do not disappear 

whenn the institutions themselves are larger - their "modernity" or "rationality" does not 

<**  a. a. Fitzgerald 1996; Cf. Murakami Yasusuke E1982. 
655 Douglas 1982. 

«>> Herzfield 1993: 13. 

«77 Douglas 1987: 21-30. 
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weakenn their  symbolic and personal value. Benedict Anderson's thesis on imagined 

communitiess describes this up-scaling of the level of daily relations as a process in which 

peoplee move from a social to a cultural understanding of loyalty.68 It is a process of 

progressivee reification, in which social immediacy makes room for  cultivated imagination.69 

Att  the level of state policy, systematic and large-scale organizations are liable to such 

reification.. For  example, the creation of a national language from a dialect that has adapted 

successfullyy is an effective tool and symbol of unification. It is a shift from social relations to 

culturall  images. Here Anderson's thesis, unlike Douglas' argument, makes scale a central 

issue.. Not on the basis of some presumed correlation between size, efficiency, and reason, 

butt  on that of the semiotic technology required to maintain a sense of cohesion. 

Douglas''  analysis seems to imply that symbols themselves are powerful and therefore 

aree effective on no matter  what scale. However, the symbols themselves are not so much die 

carrierss of magic as the triggers of effects. What makes symbols powerful, rather  than the 

belieff  in the symbols themselves, is the belief in the effectiveness of their  mobilization. This 

iss why symbols are accompanied by narratives that "explain"  the effectiveness of the magic 

forcee in terms relevant to the memory and experience of the public. For  example, a rocket 

namedd Long March embodies a particular  history of Chinese struggle and triumph . Another 

examplee is the symbol of the Chinese family. It is no coincidence mat in nationalist ideology 

notionss of Active kinship are a frequently used to symbolize the nation. The family in many 

communitiess is associated with unity, closeness and belonging. Its mobilization is associated 

withh co-operation and survival. It uses the power  generated and mediated by the family spirit 

andd its strength based on shared blood However, the specific associations made with the 

familyy symbol differ  across cultures, from an emphasis on fraternity  and loyalty to an 

emphasiss on hierarchy. Similarly , the example of the dragon as a Chinese national symbol 

illustratess the importance, not of a fire-spitting  ugly monster, but of a good natured powerful 

animal.. Scholars now replace explanations of symbols elaborated and passed on by many 

generationss of folklor e by academic explanations of their  true meaning and effect To illustrat e 

thiss point, I briefly discuss the Chinese dragon, its symbolic value, the diversity of its forms, 

«« Anderson 1995. 

»» Anderson 1995: 37-46. 
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andd the role of academic nationalism in propagating the unifying force of the dragon. 

TheThe Might of a Multiple Interpretatie Dragon 

Accordingg to some scholars, in ancient times, East and West were symbolically associated 

withh the worship of the dragon and the phoenix and, according to others, however, with the 

dragonn and the tiger.70 The "descendants of the dragon" [long de chuanren fèfföfêA], a 

metaphorr for the Chinese Nation, is meant to root the powerful spirit of the Chinese firmly 

intoo the past, but according to Sautman, a critical China-observer, the dragon was never 

regardedd as an ancestor symbol of all Han Chinese. It was considered to be the progenitor of 

ancientt rulers only. And from the Yuan dynasty onwards, common people were forbidden to 

associatee themselves with the dragon inn design and decoration. Thus, the dragon appeared on 

thee flag in the Qing dynasty but not on the gowns of the people, and only since the 1970s 

havee ordinary people begun to identify themselves with the dragon. Other nationalities apart 

fromm the Han have myths that take other animals as their progenitors, the wolf among 

Mongols;; the monkey among Tibetans, the bear among Koreans, Ewenki and Oroqen.71 

However,, He Xingliang, from the Institute of National Minorities at CASS, in his 

summaryy of Chinese totem culture [1990] claims that the existence of Chinese totem culture 

hass always been denied or ignored, which is the reason for the dragon not to have been 

recognizedd as the common totem of China. In the palaeolithic period, He argues, that, just like 

thee West, China possessed a flourishing culture of totemism. Only, for a variety of reasons 

theree are no traces of it, or they have not been discovered yet The neolithic age, in general, is 

thee era in which totemism was in decline but, in China, archaeologists have found a number of 

tracess of totem culture. This meanss mat Chinese totemism has been unique in its persistence 

inn time: it persisted from ancient times down to modernity (1950s). Its continuity has several 

causes:: first, because totemism had great authority, it adapted to the new circumstances of 

differentt eras. Furthermore, in tribal societies, totems served as ancestor-deities and provided 

thee tribes with great coherent power based on lineage. This power of coherence was 

intentionallyy used by the rulers of feudal society in order to enhance their authority. Totem 

700 Tan Xuechun 1994; Zhu Cunming 1990. 
?ii  Sautman 1997:76-8. 
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culturee was prevalent particularl y in minorit y cultures where totemism was employed against 

thee threat of assimilation into Han culture. Thus, every region has its totem worshipped by a 

smalll  number  of nationalities. For  example, the wolf in the North-West; the bear  the East the 

dogg in the Mid-South, and South-East; and, the snake in the ancient South and South-East 

However,, according to He, the Chinese Nation as a whole has a totem in common, too: the 

dragon.. There is no regional variety in the view of the dragon as unifying totem. For  some 

thousandss of years, every nationality regarded it as a God-spirit, worshipped it, and 

dedicatedd to it ceremonial offerings. Therefore it is the emblem and symbol of the Zhonghua 

[Chinese]]  Nation. Its continued importance lies in the fact that royalty used the dragon to 

basee its authority upon, thereby strengthening its rule. Additionally , dragon worship contains 

somee elements of the worship of nature, in particular , the worship of the dragon as God of 

thee weather.72 

Yangg Xiulu , an official at the literatur e and art research institute of the Qiandong Nan 

Miaozuu Dongzu autonomous prefecture, however, asserts that the dragon must have been a 

reall  animal. The dragon is a totem of the ancient Eastern Barbarian clans.73 It is impossible 

forr  it to have been a fictitious animal, as the famous "dragon-is-totem"  thesis by Wen Yidong 

impliedd Primitiv e people, Yang argues, used to live in the midst of nature and could not make 

aa clear  distinction between themselves and their  surroundings. In feet, the "dragon"  used to 

livee in a tropical period after  the last ice age, seven- to ten-thousand years ago, in the Bahai 

Region.744 And later  on, because of natural selection, it was left in the interior  as an oceanic 

giantt  python.75 During that time, the primitiv e people who were in awe of the giant python 

begann to use it ass a totem. Then, when tribes entered class society during the Shang and Zhou 

dynasties,, it was only natural that the dragon was mythologized and beautified, especially, as 

chiefss used the dragon as their  symbol. But this still leaves us with the question why the 

dragonn could be found even at a northern latitude of 35 to 40 degrees. Yang explains that 

duringg the post-glacial period, the sea level was much higher  and the whole world was plagued 

«« He Xingliang 1990: 37-9. 
733 Eastern Barbarian clans: dongyt shi shi $ £ ( £. 

744 Bahai Region: Bahai Qu ft$EL 
Yangg Xiulu 1990: 83-6. 
755 Oceanic giant python: haiyangjumang $ $ g i $. 
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byy floods. Before the Xia and Shang periods, sub-tropical animals reached as far as the 

Centrall  Plains, and the areas of the Middle and Lower reaches of the Yangtse were richly 

endowedd with a habitat suitable to the large appetite of giant pythons (i.e., dragons). When 

climaticc conditions deteriorated, many sub-tropical animals became extinct and only a few 

retreatedd to the south. But the giant python was not seen again,76 

Nevertheless,Nevertheless, Su Kaihua, from the Nanjing Academy for Officers of the Land Force, 

arguess that the dragon originally could not have been a sea snake, crocodile or whale, but must 

havee been an embryo. The symbol of the dragon is meant to have conveyed a message about 

thee origin of man, and it is an early (scientific) thesis on the evolution of man: the bottom half 

off  the image passed on was animal (snake) but it had a human head. It is not a totem 

Furthermore,, the dragon does not originate in Dongyi (Longshan) as has been argued, but in 

Xibeii  (Gansu - Qinghai region).77 Su also explains why the dragon can not be a totem in 

origin.788 In the first place, totemism is based on the worship of animals but the worship of 

animalss in China preceded totemism. Because man and animal in primitive society were still 

one,, man, trying to explain birth, thought that the animal spirit had penetrated the stomach of 

thee female, after which he began to worship it. And when man entered matriarchal society, he 

camee at a point at which he wanted to find his progenitors, and found out they could be 

foundd in women. 

Thee "dragon-is-totem" thesis was defended by the famous Wen Yiduo.79 It claims the 

dragonn was a synthesis of many different animals. In all of its different shapes it was 

worshippedd by many tribes in ancient China. According to Su, many foreign and Chinese 

researcherss set out to prove that it was totemism. Su disagrees for the following reasons: 

First,, usually a taboo rests on speaking about the animal that represents the totem, but in 

ancientt records it says that the dragon was fed and killed; Second, a totem is required in 

weddingg rituals as it was thought to enhance fertility. The totem in matriarchal cultures 

thereforee disappears when society becomes patriarchal. In China, however, the worship of 

1*1*  Yang Xiulu 1990: 86-90. 

777 su Kaihua 1994b. 

788 Su Kaihua 1994a: 117-20. 

799 The dragon as national symbol has only been about since the May Fourth. Wen Yiduo R—0 was one of 
itss foremost proponents. His theory had been accepted widely in academic circles. 
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thee dragon lasted for  thousands of years, which is an indication that it could not have been a 

totem.. Third , in hunter  societies the totem is usually a real animal. Which animal is the 

dragon?? Fourth, a totem is not worshipped as a supra-national force, but the dragon has 

uncommonn authority. Fifth, totemism has followed the historical development of ancestor 

worshipp and disappeared together  with it; the worship of the dragon, however, has become 

strongerr  in time. The dragon did not remain regional, as totems did, but spread over  the entire 

countryy of China. Sixth, the totem animal in prehistoric times was associated with the name 

off  a trib e or  served as its emblem; in China it only became the symbol of tribes. Seventh, 

totemss usually are rejected by other  tribes and exert a repulsive force. Dragons do not Etc.80 

AA totem, Su concludes, is a universal phenomenon prevalent in primitiv e cultures all 

overr  the world, but the Chinese dragon is a cultural phenomenon unique to China. 

Interestingly,, whereas He Xingliang seems to imply that foreigners have done their  best to 

denyy China its very own totemism, Su criticizes foreign and Chinese researchers for  setting 

outt  to prove the Chinese dragon was a totem and not a uniquely Chinese phenomenon. 

Althoughh He assumes the dragon is a totem, valued for  its authority, Yang believes it to be an 

oceanicc giant python, mythologized by rulers in class society, and Su concludes it was 

regardedd as an embryo, and a first attempt to explain human evolution, all of them define the 

dragonn also as the unifying symbol of China. Almost in spite of one another, various 

academicss provide a scientific explanation for  something they can only believe in because it 

workss as an explanation for  the symbolic unification of China 

He,, Su and Yang show their  dragon politics only indirectly; Hu Fuchen, a researcher 

off  Taoism in the Institut e of Philosophy at CASS, clearly expresses his antipathy for 

Confuciann influences on the Chinese dragon and China's socialist modernization.81 Hu also 

criticizess Wen Yiduo's thesis in his 'Talk of the Dragon and the Phoenix."[1987] Wen 

regardedd the dragon as a totem worshipped by primitiv e clans. Other  clans had their  own 

totems,, such as that of the horse, dog, deer, and fish. They were combined with the snake 

(dragon)) so that the dragon totem appeared in all forms and shapes. Because in ancient times 

peoplee did not understand the causal relationship between sex and pregnancy, if the mother 

WlW d d 

sii  Hu Fuchen 1987 
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saww a bear, a dog or a horse on the day of birth, they would believe the child to have come 

fromm ancestors that had the shape of the particular kind of animal she had spotted This is 

alsoo why clans are named after animal species, and also explains why descendants were left 

underr the impression that this habit indicated the presence of totemism or ancestor worship. 

Accordingg to Hu, however, the dragon can not be both a totem and the name of a clan-

ancestorr at the same time: from an early stage onward, totem symbols were used as clan 

namess but historical records do not mention the dragon as clan-name.82 Instead, Hu believes 

thatt the origin of the dragon lies in the sound of thunderbolts: when in ancient times, pregnant 

womenn during a walk met with storm and thunder, they would have had a fright and given 

birthh to a child. The birth they explained by the call of the dragon. To support his argument, 

Huu points out that the pronunciation of the written character for (thunder-) "rumble" RË 

[long]]  is similar to that for "dragon" [% long]. Moreover, the word for lightning [lei ft ] in 

Tibetann refers to the sound the dragon makes.83 Legend has it, Hu maintains, that the clan 

symboll  of the emperor is the dragon. And it is precisely the emperor's dragon birth that 

betrayedd the secret of the dragon: twenty-four months after the emperor's mother saw the 

lightningg she gave birth to the emperor.84 

Thee shape of the dragon, Hu explains, was thought up by primitive peoples whose 

separatee animal models formed its blue-print. They put the dragon together by using the 

snake'ss body as a base, and added the horse's head, the tail of a rat, the horns of a deer, the 

pawss of a dog and the scales of a fish. Because the dragon can swim it must have been some 

kindd of amphibious reptile. The creation of the dragon, Hu believes, was the first 

"Copernicann revolution" in "Our" [Chinese] primitive thought: it is a remarkable result of 

usingg intuition and insight, resulting in the discovery of evolution. This, Hu explains, is one of 

thee reasons that, from ancient times onward, the epistemology of Chinese philosophy has 

beenn based on a tradition of intuition and insight. In a similar way the phoenix [HA 

fenghuang]]  was modeled on the peacock [?LiË kongque], not the wind [Hfeng]. Over time, 

totemm societies changed into kingdoms and, later on, formed an imperial state. The Dragon 

822 HuFuchen 1987: 71-2. 

«3HuFuchenl987:73. . 

«44 Qnoted by Hu Fuchen from the The History of the Han Dynasty"  [Han shu - Gao Diji  &$, fiföfëj]. 
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andd Phoenix became the symbols of the Imperial dynasty, and were invested with rich social 

meaning.855 At the same time, they are also the symbolic expression of thousands of years of 

patriarchyy and feudal tradition. The dragon and phoenix mode of thought regarded nearly 

everythingg in terms of family structure. Using the relation between husband and wife as 

analogy,, the dragon andd phoenix were also to be employed in discussions on the relationship 

betweenn ruler and ministers, yin and yang, and rulers and ruled 

Thee secret of Eastern autocracy, according to Hu, lies hidden in the family. The family 

standss for the whole country. In 1853, Hu argues, Marx had already exposed the secret of 

Chinesee traditional social structure. He regarded this kind of political structure as a patriarchal 

power.. In this kind of system the ruler is always seen as the father of the country. This 

practicee originates in the ancestor worship of ancient times. Because the power of the 

emperorr is mediated by the dragon in the heavens, he also takes the position as God. This is 

why,, Hu asserts, this structure can never change into that of Western Christianity, in which 

Godd is placed above the monarch. Confucianism is the monarchical centralism of the dragon 

andd phoenix culture. The lixue of the Song and Ming dynasties is the symbol of its final 

completion,866 Hu argues: "It has become the opium of our race, and the patriarchal system 

runss through our blood."87 Hu concludes with the observation that the developed slave 

systemm in the West led to an early rise of capitalism, as the step from a weak slave system to 

capitalismm was very small. But in China, feudalism strongly took root so that it could not 

easilyy transform into capitalism but in one step found its way to socialism. However, not all 

conceptss of the feudal patriarchal tradition have disappeared yet Therefore a healthy 

socialismm must be established soon Although the democratic rights of the people are 

guaranteed,, Hu argues, there are still people who use the Confucianist classics to twist 

Marxismm and then apply it to China's national situation [quoqing]: it is not easy to turn the 

descendantss of the Chinese dragon into a true Marxist people. Nevertheless, the function of 

thee dragon has not just been to oppress the people, it is also related to fire. Fire was also used 

«55 HuFuchen 1967:73-4. 
866 Lixue Sĵ fe or  neo-Confucianism increasingly took hold in social lif e since the 11th century. For  a history 

off  gender  and familial relations in China, see also Min Jiayin 1995. 

s7HuFuchenn 1987: 75. 
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inn ceremony and to "melt stone to stop the gap in heavea"88 This, according to Hu, led to 

thee scientific tradition of this Nation. We must embellish the flames of hope of the people 

andd use the flood of the reforms to sweep away the thousands of years accumulated dirt and 

pollutionn stuck to the body of the Chinese dragon to cause the rise of the socialist 

modernizationn of the Chinese people of the Eastern world. 

Here,, we see the political use of the dragon by a Taoist philosopher under a Marxist 

regime.. Hu links the dragon symbol with child birth, the birth of the Nation, and the emperor 

system.. Though the dragon still wears the dirt of a feudal past and Confucian twists of 

Marxismm are still lurking around the corner, the true scientific nature of the dragon ultimately 

forgess together all Chinese peoples, ready for a new era of modern socialism. Hu shows the 

damagee the family metaphor can cause, but also its strength; neoConfucian Yin-Yang thought 

hass been the root of much corruption, feudality and patriarchy, but the dialectic of history 

andd the unifying strength of the dragon are still to bring socialist modernization to China. In 

otherr words, Hu's belief in his scientific explanation of the origin of the dragon politically 

justifiess scientific socialism (as we shall see below, with Taoist characteristics). From the 

pointss of view of various perspectives and disciplines rational explanations provide the new, 

academic,, contents of the dragon symbol, instead of the narrative explanations from folklore 

andd myth. The question of whether these rational explanations are "good" ones is beside the 

pointt Academic efforts concentrate on the different symbolic logic and forms of the nation 

thatt time after time repeat the same symbolic message of national unification 

SymbolsSymbols as Effective Triggers of Associated Sentiments in Interlinked Contexts 

AA similar approach can be applied to other objects of symbolic value in academic theory. In 

Japanesee academic nationalism, the "Japanese" macaque is frequently quoted as emblematic 

forr Japanese cleverness and cooperation, and their closeness to nature, not with silly 

monkey-business.899 The symbols seem to evoke strong emotive effects because of 

associationss made on a micro-level about their effectiveness. Additionally, they gain new 

WHuFuchenl987:77. . 
899 Cf. Kawai Masao 1993. For  a general anthropological discussion of the monkey in Japanese society, see 

Ohnukii  Tierney [1987]. 
Thee symbolic function of monkeys andd scientific arguments based on them are discussed in II5 . 
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associationss as symbols on the macro-level. However, it is only when symbols gain meaning 

ass effective triggers of associated sentiments in many interlinked contexts, including that of 

dailyy life, that they become worth while laying down one's life for. The repetitive and wide 

usee of national symbols in state propaganda may have a powerful effect in mobilizing good-

willl  and loyalty from subjects, but only if its legitimacy has already been institutionalized 

throughh other means as well. It takes more than just symbolic artifacts to attract citizens to 

nationalistt ideology and semiotic technology to facilitate the process. Attention for more 

worldlyy issues is required in explaining strong collective reactions to national symbols. Here I 

doo not just refer to the wide reach of state functions, such as assumed in education, transport, 

andd the media may have persuasive powers of popular mobilization. Rather, it is what is 

perceivedd as the proved ability of the state to correct disobedience to its rule or violation to 

itss sovereignty that commands commitment and loyalty, necessary for state-symbols to 

becomee effective. Possessing a monopoly on the instruments of violence, the state can force 

personall  investment into the state by claiming soldiers for "saving the nation" in battle; 

demandd taxes; make people forego rights ofj for example, having children, leaving the country; 

andd withhold support in the form of, for instance, housing, pensions, and employment. But it 

iss not just the proof of the pudding that evokes national sentiments or makes people believe 

inn the symbols of the nation. Fake evidence, academic argument, historical narrative, or 

politicall  threat, contribute a large part of the daily efforts put into persuading collective 

groupss of the credibility and force of national symbols. As long as this link between symbol 

andd effect can be made credible as a natural connection of cause and effect, by rational or 

irrationall  means, by folk narrative or academic theory, triggering the national symbol works in 

thee mind of its believers. So while the state takes over functions of local communities and the 

family,, it becomes possible for local feelings of belonging to be projected (in various ways) 

ontoo the nation-state, together with future aspirations that seem realizable only through the 

jointt efforts of "the people", and belief in the nation. And as private and communal narratives 

off  the nation are linked with state performance in clusters of mental associations, and the 

nationn has become functionally associated with the duty and rights of its citizens, national 

symbolss become loaded, rituals meaningful, and their strategic - or spontaneous - use of great 

consequence. . 
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Domesticc state authority to a great extent is dependent on its recognition as a nation-

statee by the world community of nation-states. State leaders try to enhance their authority at 

homee by staging and broadcasting official visits of foreign state-leaders and their delegations. 

Thuss Chinese media daily display the respects payed at state-visits by nation-state leaders 

fromm all corners of the world, usually depicted as ravishingly successful and full of promises 

forr the future; Japanese newspapers reserve sections for the celebration of the National Day 

off  befriended nation-states, accompanied by historical descriptions of their ties with Japan. 

Off  great strategic importance are "significant others," that is, international reference groups 

ontoo which powerful images of strength and morality can be projected Such reference groups 

cann be both negative and positive. Positive ones can provide legitimacy and authority to 

nation-statee rulers, especially when negative reference groups, too, are willing to recognize 

themm as legitimate representatives and accommodate to the rituals and symbols they claim to 

standd for.90 When protest groups turn up just as foreign dignitaries are to be received with 

state-honours,, the groups are likely to be damned by rulers as a great nuisance. The success 

off  the occasion - and the legitimacy of rule - is even more under threat if "national traitors" 

claimm to rebel on behalf of the nation, as was the case when Gorbachev visited Peking in 1989, 

andd when the then-Premier Nakasone tried to talk Hu Yaobang into giving his assent to an 

officiall  visit to the Yasukuni Shrine to honour the World War n war dead in 1985.91 

Contesterss of nation-state legitimacy and dissatisfied citizens claim their own national 

narrativess and employ their own sets off  national symbols for demarcating their nation or their 

ownn homeland. Those excluded from "the people" and banned from in-groups (drop-outs) 

mayy try to overhaul prevailing criteria for the distribution of the rights and duties of citizens. 

Dissidentss use various methods, such as terrorism, libel, counter-propaganda, and co-

operatingg with the "enemy," to "prove" current national symbols are empty. They may 

causee havoc in nation-states that rely heavily on the regular confirmation of symbolic force 

againstt potential competition. Access to information on how nations are ruled abroad can 

providee rebels with alternative sets of values and justifications of the rules they believe right, 

900 All countries are forced by the PRC to make a choice between Taiwan or  the PRC. For  instance, the U.S. 
brokee off its diplomatic relations with Taiwan in 1978 in order  to continue its diplomatic approach to the PRC. 

ww Nakasone & Umehara 1996: 90-2. 
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andd give them new ideas for creating their own symbols of triumph or protest, expressed in, 

forr example, clothing, hairstyle, art and academic discourse. The perception of a discrepancy 

betweenn state symbolism and "reality" may encourage disappointed subjects to demand 

changess in the system of national representation and state policies. National symbols to some 

mayy lose their significance if promised improvements in, for instance, the economy, 

employmentt or education fail to materialize. Alternatively, the realization of promises of 

"progress""  could have an alienating effect on others who feel robbed of their national tradition 

byy foreign forces.92 If academic institutes are drawn into this political struggle, academic 

fieldss become involved in defining what the nation ought to be, proving what it is, and the 

manipulationn of its symbols by ever-changing ad hoc explanation It becomes an arena in 

whichh the contest between views of the nation stands in the way of independent academic 

researchh that aims to solve problems without taking sides. In debates on the coherence of 

nationall  identity, it has been argued mat a contradiction between criteria of inclusion are 

responsiblee for a weak sense of national identity, making a nation-state liable to crises of 

identity.933 But why do contradictory criteria of national identity assume national 

proportionss in the first place? Only when cultural markers and criteria have been meuk into a 

politicall  national issue, nation-state identity becomes an arena for fighting out a host of 

apparentlyy contradictory criteria. The job of making cultural markers into political issues is 

filledfilled by academic nationalists. In academic nationalism the boundaries of the nation are 

shifted,, cultural markers redefined, and national identities linked up with knowledge of a 

worldd of nation-states. 

4.. Three Trends and Three Strategies in Defining Units of Comparison 

Inn the 1970s, an increasing number of social scientists pointed out that Euro-centric theories 

off  modernization, deployed by intellectuals in nation-states both in- and outside Europe, 

placedd too littl e value on the particular cultural and historical circumstances of developing 

nations.. In the 1980s, even before Edward Said published his famous critique of 

"Orientalism,""  this situation started to change. In the latter half of the 1980s, a strong 

WW Cf. Ivy 1995; Robertson 1997. 

»» Dittmer  &  Kim 1993: 29-31; Pye 1996. 
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emphasiss on the cultural aspects of societies in social-science research became quite common, 

inn particular after the end of the Cold War and the collapse of the Berlin Wall. Greater 

emphasiss was placed on the cultural aspects of development, and in the social sciences in 

particularr the cultural and national aspects of various forms of organization, behaviour and 

thoughtt became a main concern. This culturalist trend was partly set off by publications, 

suchh as Francis Fukuyama's "End of History" [1992] and Huntington's "The Clash of 

Civilizations""  [1993], and was accompanied by an equally strong reaction, of re-emphasizing 

thee uniqueness of Eastern cultures, a re-assertion of Asian values, and a denial of the existence 

off  Asia.94 For several reasons such developments may have influenced academic research 

adversely,, especially in cases in which academic debate is deployed in official developmental 

policies,, leading to various political versions of nationalist modernization. By stressing the 

importancee of the criteria mat support ideologies of national uniqueness, the universal 

aspectss of strategies of development may be neglected. In education, attention is payed only 

too the historical reading of national tradition by just a few powerful interest groups. Defining 

nationall  identity usually means favouring the representation of one group above that of 

others.. Different interest groups create different identities. Though the various groups partly 

sharee a range of tools of identity creation and images, they are used and manipulated in a 

varietyy of ways. 

Indeed,, different national circumstances in nation-states undoubtedly call for different 

measuress and approaches to the development of indigenous resources. But a (possibly 

944 For  some samples of debates on Huntington's thesis and Asian values, see index. 
Interestingly,, amidst debate of Asian values, some Japanese and Chinese scholars accuse one another  of 

ethnocentrism.. Miyazaki argues for  the Chinese to reject the dichotomy of Xiyang (the West) and Dongyang (Japan) 
justt  as he argues for  the Japanese to do away with the dichotomization of East [tooyoo] and West [seiyoo]. To Miyazaki 
itt  is especially annoying that China has made itself again centre of the world (something Japan is incapable of, unless 
itt  calls China the West and America the East), while Japan has taken Western history to be universal. Miyazaki is 
criticall  of Western Orientalism, as the rich cultural diversity of Asia was summarized as being historically stagnant, 
andd backwards as a civilization. These concepts have influenced Japanese and Korean history education for  a long time. 
Inn contrast, Miyazaki argues, China took distance from so-called universal West European history and placed the Asian 
countriess with their  different characteristics in a framework consisting of Tooyoo and Seiyoo. However, the 
interdependencyy relations between nations are becoming stronger. [Miyazaki Masakatsu 1992] 

Saekii  Keishi regards Asia as a product of 15th century European imperialistic globalization. Therefore, the 
questionn "what is Asia"  is unfair  "We were pushed into the framework of Asia by the European world."  Saeki feels that 
thee responsibility for  the debate on the meaning of being Asia has been shifted to Asia. Said said that Asia does not 
exist,, but has been created for  the convenience of Europe; Foucault said Asia is the European Other. But Nehru wanted 
Asiann awareness. The Asian values of Malaysia's Mahathir  are vague, and Lee Knan-Yu believes Asian values are 
Confucian,, centred around the family. Because Asian values are ill-defined it does not mean that it does not exist Even 
thoughh Asia does not refer  to a real geographical unit, Huntington reaffirms the existence of Asian civilization The 
problem,, however, is that Asia is an "anti-pole"  of the West. [Saeki Keishi 1998: 21-41} 
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unintentional)) overemphasis on cultural values may tempt decision-makers to apply easy 

solutionss to difficul t problems, especially, if the concept of cultural values is taken to refer  to 

simplisticc notions of national identity. National identity is a complex theme, hotly disputed 

byy different interest groups and at the same time incapable of representing the voiceless. No 

onee has come up yet with a definition of the term "national identity**  that is acceptable to all 

subjectss of a nation-state, and includes all people living in i t 

Oftenn associated with nationalism is an emphasis placed onto the uniqueness of 

nationall  culture or  the particularit y of the homogeneous nation. In the academic nationalism 

off  establishment scholars, the nation takes on the shape of the nation-state as the main unit of 

analysiss and comparison. It treats recognized local minorit y cultures as, lower  level, sub-

units,, while other  nation-states are treated as, nation-state level, lateral units. It is not so, 

however,, that the nation-state is expressed in socio-cultural terms of homogeneity always. In 

somee cases diversity is regarded as a unity enhancing factor. Furthermore, it is not only 

culturall  conceptions that stress the particularit y of national essentializations mat are 

employedd in "proving "  the uniqueness of the nation. In this thesis, it is shown that 

universalistt  and natural categories, such as class and race, may equally serve to delineate 

nationall  character  and construct the "nation"  as the main unit of identity in the nation-state. 

mm current academic nationalism, three main trends make an art out of manipulating 

variouss versions of the contrasting opposition of East and West First, a tendency to exploit 

thee polarity between East and West to further  one's personal views. For  example, in the 

Chinesee academic world a large number  of scholars appropriate the opposition between East 

andd West to convince their  colleagues of arguments that belong to a different, often political 

orr  censored, discussion. One important tactic is to remain politically correct by advocating 

thee merger  and assimilation of Eastern and Western views (what ever  these may stand for), 

arguingg for  the urgency of this undertaking by pointing out the defects of the West and 

showingg how the East can save the world The author  of such discursive constructions can fill 

inn whatever  s/he opposes as "Western"  and whatever  s/he supports as "Eastern,"  depending 

onn what seems to currently suit his/her  political opinion on the matter  at hand. 

AA second trend of academic nationalism finds its expression in what I call "Yin-Yan g 
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constructions:"955 the creation of a hierarchized synthesis between two conceptual poles, 

presentedd as a form of compromise, wisdom, or accommodation, but deployed as a tactic to 

scoree or make a point In fact, in Yin-Yang strains of academic nationalism the synthesis 

comess first; the two poles are created around it afterwards. For example, the use of the 

doctrinee of the mean or, aptly translated by Ezra Pound as "the unwobbling pivot,"96 is a 

wayy of playing out an argument safely as it requires a balancing of different views. 

Strategicallyy balancing and distributing negative and positive political elements over, for 

instance,, East and West or China and Japan enables an author to make a show of deducing 

balancedd mean or solution by means of a process of well weighed argumentation. For 

instance,, by combining elements of definitions of so-called "Western individualism" and 

"Easternn groupism," a balanced mean in the form of, for example, neo-authoritarianism (which 

comprisess both elements) is presented as a reasonable argument and moderate solution to 

complexx problems. Strategic arguments in social science construed around contrasting Yin-

Yangg polarities play an important role in the creation of official cosmologies that are mainly 

concernedd with strengthening the nation-state. In Chinese academic nationalism, for example, 

thee combination of this research strategy with other forms of Sinified Marxism is common. 

Finally,, transregional trends of increasingly varied and conflicting debates on Asian 

valuess are becoming widespread. Chinese and Japanese debates of Eastern and national 

uniquenesss show that within the context of academic nationalism an increase in international 

debatee has resulted in a more subtle and critical theoretical discourse on national identity, and 

somee reject using concepts of East and West97 But as debates in academic nationalism are 

couchedd in group-centred frameworks, inward looking groupism in various circles is 

955 Complementary and dynamic polar  contrasts associated with a large hierarchy of dual features. Also, see 
Partt  II . The Yin-Yang School grew out of divination in the Warrin g States Period [475 - 221 B.C.] and was divided into 
sixx branches: astronomy, the calendar, five elements, oracles, augury and geomancy. After  the Qin and Han dynasties, 
thee idea of Yin and Yang and the five elements (which is said to be of Confucian origin) developed along two lines: one 
thatt  tended to merge with science, especially in the medical theory of Yin and Yang and the five elements, and one that 
becamee important in mystical theories on the doctrine of the communion of Heaven and maa [He Zhaowu et al. E1991: 
68-72], , 

966 Ezra Pound translated the Confucian classic of The Doctrine of the Mean"  [Zhongyang] as the 
"Unwobblin gg Pivot"  in his book on Confucius, Confucius: The Great Digest and the Unwobbling Pivot Pivot (London: Peter 
Owen,, 1952). Also see Tu Wei-ming's [Du Weiming] essays Towards a Third Epoch of Confucian Humanism'*  and 
"Iconoclasm,, Holistic Vision, and Patient Watchfulness: A personal Reflection on the Modern Chinese Intellectual 
Quest""  in Tu Wei-ming [DuWeimingI  1993: 141-78. 

977 See note 94 [I] ; cf. Saeki Keishi 1998. 
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augmentedd all the same. In attempts to obtain support for  particular  domestic views at 

transregionall  and international meetings, similarly , narrow regional interests find their 

expressionn in watered-down versions of academic regionalism, that accommodate the views of 

severall  parties. For  example, the socialisticalry hued Chinese Confucian scholar, Fang Keli, in 

aa speech in Japan at Nichibunken's emphasized the Asian concepts the two nations have in 

commonn vis-a-vis the West, only touched upon past disagreements between the two 

countries,, and displayed his socialist loyalties. A comparison of Japanese and Chinese 

debatess of uniqueness would shed light on the relativit y of arguments made to prove the 

depthh of Eastern culture as they more often than not are in conflict with one another. For 

example,, Japanese views on the "female"  nature of the East, associated with passivity and 

graduall  change, contrast with Chinese views of the "male"  nature of the Japanese, while 

strugglee and revolution have been the predominant motto's in 20th century China. Such 

comparison,, however, is beyond the scope of mis thesis. 

Inn Part I, I maintained that issues in Orientalist and reversed Orientalist discourse are hardly 

everr  as simple as they seem. The label Orientalism in itself suggests we can speak of a 

localizedd form of discourse, and "reverse Orientalism**  suggests a retaliation to the "first " 

attackk by the discursive hegemony of the Occident. An opposition of the Orientalism and 

"reversee Orientalism"  seems to be an academic oversimplification of political discussions that 

pertainn to issues far  more complex than suggested by this variety of dualistic thought. 

II  concluded Part I with a discussion on the nature of national symbols. I argued that 

theyy are effective only if people can believe in the effect of their  mobilization, often requirin g 

rationall  explanations for  irrationa l symbolic expressions and political aims. This belief takes 

shapee in the various realms of academic nationalism, among which historical narrative, 

nationall  psychology, social science and philosophy play a main role. Some of the most 

competitivee explanations are so because they are supported by authorities and link up diverse 

experiencess of people together  without defining them precisely. Thus, symbols are 

accompaniedd by narratives that "explain"  the effectiveness of the magic force in terms 

relevantt  to a variety of memories and experiences of the public. As long as this link between 

symboll  and effect can be made credible as a natural connection of cause and effect, by rational 
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orr irrational means, by folk narrative or academic theory, triggering the national symbol works 

inn the mind of its believers. 

Finally,, I pointed out three trends in the ways units of comparison are devised 

politically,, making possible the creation of a link between national political strategies, the 

fortificationn of national symbolic thought, and the advancement of a specific argument by 

individuall  academics. The three politico-academic strategies of using polarities of East and 

Westt to advance one's individual views, the deployment of Yin-Yang constructions in 

advancingg dialectical wisdom, and the political ambivalence of transregional arguments are 

elaboratedd in the following chapters. 


